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Executive Summary 
 
This project was commissioned by Nottingham based translation agency 
Better Languages and lasted from July-September 2009. The main aim of the 
project was to help the client firm to develop sound strategy and structure to 
maintain the growth and profitability they had been experiencing. 
 
The project begins with an introductory section, outlining the client firm, its 
corporate culture and background. The wider translation industry is then 
framed using Porter (1980)‘s five forces model. 
 
A literature review follows, discussing briefly the industrial organisation 
paradigm before an in depth review of the resource based paradigm. The 
section concludes that Barney (1991)‘s VRIS model and Prahalad and Hamel 
(1994)‘s core competence/market matrix are most applicable to the case of 
Better Languages. 
 
The qualitative method is used to gather data analysis via telephone interview 
with 5 customers and 4 ‗non-customers‘ of Better Languages. The findings 
are split into 3 key areas. Firstly, there is no common factor regarding how 
each interviewee found Better Languages initially, although the firm‘s website 
was a significant one. Secondly, the speed at which an agency turns around 
work was found to be the most important element sought in an agency. 
Thirdly, customers and non-customers alike were either unwilling or unable to 
predict their future translation services demand.  
   
 
The research ends with a range of 9 strategic options for Better Languages to 
consider implementing, alongside the core competence/resource 
requirements each one requires. 
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Developing Growth Strategies in SMEs – The Case of Better Languages 
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
N.B – Though often used interchangeably in business literature, throughout 
this report ‗Customers‘ refer to the companies to whom Better Languages 
provide translation services, and ‗Client‘ refers to Better Languages itself, who 
were the client of the researcher throughout the study. 
 
This project commenced in June 2009 with the primary objective of examining 
growth strategies within SMEs, focusing on translation agency Better 
Languages as a case in point.  
 
Following on from section 1.0 describing the company and wider translation 
industry, a literature review (section 2.0) discusses principally the resource 
based view of the firm and literature pertaining to SME growth theory. The 
methodology used to collect first hand data and the justification for these 
choices are then explored in section 3.0, followed by a section of internal 
analysis (section 4.0) of the client firm informed by first hand observation of 
the company and interviews with its CEO Mike Hunter. The results of the 
aforementioned primary research follow (section 5.0), before the 
recommendations made to the client (section 6.0) are described by way of a 
conclusion. 
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1.1 The company 
 
Better Languages is a small translation agency based in The Midlands, UK. 
Founded in 1993 in Nottingham, CEO Mike Hunter joined the business in 
2000. Better Languages translates into all major languages, using specialist 
native linguists, currently specialising in label/packaging translation for high-
street retailers. 
 
When the project began (June 2009) it had 2 full time staff working as brokers 
between customers and a network of over 150 translators. At time of writing 
the firm also has a third staff member working part time as Finance Manager. 
The work itself – translation – is outsourced, along with the firm‘s IT, web 
development and publicity. The business serves a small number of 
customers, some very large, specialising mainly on the fashion and retail 
sectors providing translation for clothing labels and packaging. In terms of 
recent growth, the firm posted just under £40,000 gross profit in 05/06, which 
increased to £135,000 in 08/09 (Appendix A). This figure is also a much 
higher percentage of turnover, showing that efficiencies and economies of 
scale have led to greater profitability during this growth phase. 
 
The firm mostly advertises via its website, although word of mouth promotion 
is important in an industry where trust and accuracy of work are of paramount 
importance. The firm has also advertised in The Yellow Pages and had 
editorial content in Insider Magazine – the latter resulting in contact with a 
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customer that provided their second largest revenue stream in 2008. Better 
Languages will be reducing its Yellow Pages advertising to a minimum in 
future as it has proven ineffective. They are also members of a regional 
language network, and have had editorial content in newspapers in the past. 
The firm are also members of the East Midlands International Trade 
Association, which consists of exporting firms likely to require translation 
services. Despite the gamut of marketing methods, the firm‘s website remains 
the primary tool for attracting and informing new customers, with its search 
engine optimisation mentioned later as a key resource possessed within the 
firm. 
 
Having secured a placement with the firm from June – September 2009, the 
initial aim was to ensure sound strategy and structure is developed to sustain 
growth and profitability. Better Languages finds itself in a situation where the 
owners (the only 2 full time staff) are working at capacity and need to take on 
additional staff to continue the firm‘s progression. In an early interview with 
CEO Mike Hunter, it was stated that the size of Leeds based translation 
agency ‗TheBigWord‘ is a goal for Better Languages in terms of growth 
aspirations. TheBigWord works across 77 countries worldwide and claims to 
have worked for over 2500 clients (thebigword.com, 2009:a).  
 
Many such firm-owners simply aspire to generate a satisfactory income from 
their current level of business activities while maintaining ownership and 
control (Storey, 1989). Better languages has already achieved sufficient 
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income to support the firm‘s owners, and growth in terms of turnover is the 
current objective. 
 
The firm currently has five core clients, alongside a multitude of sporadic and 
one-off business: 
 
 
Company  Description 
New Look An international high-street fashion retailer 
Nottinghamshire 
County Council 
A  English Midlands county council 
Mothercare A British retailer operating online and on the high-street. 
Customer since early 1990‘s 
Phoenix Partners A small marketing/PR company. Provided second 
largest revenue stream in 2008 on a project to translate 
an intranet site into 11 languages. 
Iceland Foods A UK based supermarket chain 
 
 
 
1.2 Corporate culture 
 
Ever since its conception in 1993, Better Languages has been characterised 
by a customer orientated approach to translation, manifested in a fast 
turnaround of work, flexible service and a conscientious attitude 
(betterlanguages.com). Another area in which this attention to detail and high 
standards are shown is in the recruiting of translators. Better Languages 
thoroughly screens all translators against a number of criteria, all of which are 
openly stated on their website. This is not a practice adopted by all agencies 
across the translation industry, and goes some way to demonstrating the 
firm‘s culture of conscientiousness and striving to provide a quality service. 
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1.3 Nature of the Industry 
 
The nature of the translation industry is, in a word, relational. The quality of an 
agency‘s work improves immeasurably when it takes the time and effort to 
truly understand and empathise with it‘s customers. An understanding of the 
business objectives and translation requirements of a customer is important 
and valued, yet not common, in the industry. A key issue raised by Grant 
(1991) is how the durability of competitive advantage can be eroded by the 
increasing pace of technological change. Ruling out technological factors in 
the industry would be naive, but it is fair to say that the translation industry is 
less susceptible them due to the importance of a ‗human touch‘ in the work. 
The work has always been labour intensive, and is likely to remain so unless 
significant developments in software and computer programmes occur so as 
to recreate an in depth knowledge of cultural nuances, colloquialisms and 
social norms. Somewhat surprisingly, the possession of simple common 
sense is also valuable in translation, as many cases of poor translation have 
highlighted. As section 5.0 shows in discussion of interview data, firms have 
often held steadfast and unbroken relationships with their translation provider 
for decades, supporting the notion that the agency-customer relationship is a 
crucial one. Below the industry is framed within Porter‘s (1980) five forces 
model: 
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Buyer Power:  
Those purchasing translation services (often referred to as ‗customers‘ and 
‗non-customers‘ in relation to their dealings with Better Languages in the 
report) experience high initial levels of buyer power, which decrease as the 
business relationship endures. Initially, the buyer can choose from many 
translation suppliers, and can end a working relationship in its early stages in 
favour of another firm if the quality of translation provided is not up to 
standard. As one interviewee put it ―If they‟d messed it up, I had number 2 
and 3 waiting‖ (referring to other firms who had tendered). Over time, buyer 
power decreases as the quality of the service they receive from their chosen 
translation provider increases as time passes. Agencies acquire knowledge of 
their customer‘s products, business objectives and industry, which increases 
the precision and flexibility of the work they provide. Relationship specific 
investments are made on both sides. Costs would be incurred in losing this 
improved service if the buyer was to switch agency after a long relationship, 
and thus buyer power diminishes with time. This may manifest itself in the 
hold-up problem, where an agency has the potential to raise prices to a level 
where the next best option is still not economically rational for the buyer. 
 
Supplier Power: 
The key suppliers to a translation agency are the translators themselves. Due 
to either having huge in-house costs and being vulnerable to extreme 
demands, or seriously lacking flexibility, in-house teams are very impractical. 
Thus the industry adopts a network model, whereby most translators work for 
multiple agencies from whom work is outsourced. A translation agency could 
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be better described as a translation broker in this sense. Again, relational 
factors influence power. Initially translators must apply to work for an agency, 
providing a homogenous service and often competing against many other 
translators with similar qualifications and experience, resulting in low supplier 
power unless a translator is especially experienced. Once working with an 
agency however, their power increases. The more quality conscious agencies 
will try to send all work from a customer to the same translator if possible, 
which improves understanding between all parties and results in a higher 
standard of work. If this customer provides significant business to the agency, 
then the translator in question may at best begin to develop some leverage 
over their pay, and at worst receive repeat work. Furthermore, translators 
possessing rare language combinations, such as native Arabic with English, 
will simply have more power due to demand outstripping supply than native 
French to English for example. It is worth noting that IT and web support are 
also vitally important suppliers to a translation agency, who tend to work 
almost exclusively via the internet. 
 
Threat of Substitutes: 
As mentioned, translation is a very people-focused industry, which is 
important to capture the nuances and colloquialisms of language in translation 
projects. All the while people speak different languages, translation will be 
required. One threat to translation as we know it comes from poorly informed 
firms who do not understand the importance of translation, and thus opt for 
different methods. One interviewee describes getting her firm‘s customers to 
check spellings in their domestic markets, or using Google to translate 
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packaging for international product distribution. This is a firm with over £5 
million in 2005 revenue, showing that even large firms can be cavalier with 
quality when it comes to translation. Local authorities in Shanghai, China, 
have been highlighted in a recent BBC news article as using very poor 
English language on signs in the city – nicknamed ‗Chinglish‘ – which are ‗a 
source of embarrassment for the authorities‘ (BBC News, 2009).This is a 
threat to the industry as it reduces demand for traditional agencies not 
through adequate replacement, but through misinformation and poor 
understanding. In time, a firm such as Google may develop high quality 
machine translation, but this seems fairly far on the horizon at the moment, as 
statistical learning theory is yet to understand patterns in a way sophisticated 
enough to imitate human language.   
 
Threat of New Entrants: 
Start up capital is low in establishing a translation business, which is an 
attractive factor when entering, but an unattractive factor when one becomes 
an incumbent. As most of the work itself is outsourced, initial investment is 
low, with many agencies starting up out of home offices, including Better 
Languages. This results in a high threat of new entrants. It is the development 
of business relationships and translation specialisms that form barriers to 
entry and forge defensible positions in the marketplace. 
 
Competitive Rivalry: 
With high switching costs for customers and the significance of long standing 
relationships, competitive rivalry is somewhat lower than many industries. 
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Having said this, due to low barriers to entry, the translation industry is 
characterised by a small number of large players and many smaller firms – 
ranging from a 2 person set up with a few large clients such as Better 
Languages, down to freelance translators working for a company on an 
informal basis. In other words ‗It‘s an industry dominated by thousands of one- 
to three-person firms‘ (globalbydesign.com, 2004). Below, fig 1 represents the 
translation industry‘s players graphically: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1 – Size of translation service providers measured by employee 
Source: Common Sense Advisory inc. 2008 
 
 
Geography is also barely worth considering, as almost all work is e-mailed (if 
not posted) to the agency and back to the customer. It is felt by some that 
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customers prefer to have an agency in the same country as their core 
operations, but as translators are scattered across the world along with 
potential customers, location is low on the list of priorities. Thus there is strong 
competitive rivalry when contracts are available – such as when a government 
is forced by law to consider new tenders every X number of years – as almost 
any agency can potentially apply. However once a contract is won, especially 
in the private sector, competitive rivalry is low, with some contracts being 
renewed for decades.  
 
A review of relevant academic literature now precedes section 3.0, which 
discusses how primary research was conducted to investigate issues of SME 
growth in the case of Better Languages within the translation industry. 
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2.0 Literature Review 
 
This section begins by briefly addressing the Industrial Organisation 
(henceforth IO) paradigm in strategic management before looking at the 
genesis of the resource based paradigm with Penrose (1959). Key 
contributors to the theory are then considered within the context of SME 
growth, including Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991). The contemporary 
resource based view is next considered with reference to the work of Lockett 
et al (2008), among others. Core competence theory with Prahalad and 
Hamel (1990,1994) is explored later in section 2.7 as relative to the Resource 
Based View (henceforth RBV). The section then includes a look at key 
contributors to SME growth theory with relevance to the resource based 
paradigm, including Rangone (1999) and Crook et al (2008). Finally, the most 
important issues from the literature on the subject of SME growth are drawn 
together by way of a conclusion (section 2.8). 
 
 
2.1 Industrial Organisation, early views 
 
Conner (1991) notes 5 key theories that have been significant in the evolution 
of the IO paradigm. These are: the neoclassical perfect competition model, 
Bain-type IO, The Schumpeterian focus, The Chicago tradition and 
Transaction Cost Economics. Each has a differing view on why the 
phenomenon of the firm exists. 
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Neoclassical perfect competition: 
The firm exists to combine resources with the aim of producing an end 
product – these key resources usually consisting of labour and capital. Being 
a ‗perfect‘ model, it makes a number of assumptions which leads to a view of 
all firms being homogeneous – such as the fact that all firms have access to 
perfect information and that resources are perfectly mobile. Despite these 
assumptions and marked differences from the RBV, the neoclassical model 
views the firm as an input combiner in much similar ways. 
 
Bain-type IO: 
The firm exists to exercise monopoly power or collude with other firms to limit 
output, with the overall aim of artificially driving up the market price for a 
product to increase profits. The structure-conduct-performance hypothesis 
notes that it is industry structure which determines firm conduct and thus 
performance. 
 
Schumpeterian focus: 
The firm exists to grasp opportunities with regard to innovation or new product 
development, competing by rendering other firm‘s market offerings obsolete. 
Entrepreneurial vision is at the heart of the firm according to Schumpeter. 
 
Chicago tradition: 
The firm exists to seek production and distribution efficiencies. A firm‘s size 
and scope (horizontal and vertical integration) is determined by the extent to 
which these efficiencies can be gained. 
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Transaction cost economics: 
The firm exists to avoid costly exchanges on the open market. The advice of 
such a view is difficult to apply to the case of Better Languages as a small firm 
which relies heavily on the market for IT, web development, publicity and the 
work itself – translation – via a network of external translators. 
 
Up until the early 1990‘s, by far the most dominant paradigm in the strategic 
management literature was the IO field. As suggested above, the overall 
focus was on industry dynamics and market structure. Barney (1991) notes 
that IO assumes all firms within an industry are identical with regards to the 
strategically significant resources at their disposal, as resources are seen as 
highly mobile (able to be bought and sold on the open market). The key to 
success, it is argued, lies in industry attractiveness and positioning. 
 
Porter (1980:30) states that ‗The underlying economic and technological 
characteristics of the industry determine the strength of the five basic 
competitive forces—threat of new entrants, bargaining power of buyers, rivalry 
between existing competitors, threat of substitute products and bargaining 
power of suppliers‘. He goes on to argue that the main concern of a company 
should be to find a market position where these elements work in a firm‘s 
favour. This is Porter‘s ‗five forces‘ – one of the most well known models in 
strategic management. 
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Grant (1991) notes that due to inter-industry diversification, the pace of 
technological change and internationalisation becoming ever easier and more 
common, many so called ‗attractive industries‘ are now becoming subject to 
increasing competitive pressure. IO thus leaves firms with very little in terms 
of practical recommendations for returning to a high profit state. Kim and 
Mauborgne (1999) advise divesting any interest in highly competitive ‗red 
ocean‘ markets and looking for new market space where competitive rivalry is 
low or non-existent – ‗blue ocean‘ markets. In terms of relevance to Better 
Languages, this advice would relate to offering new services or methods that 
are currently rare in the translation industry, and behaving innovatively to 
make competition irrelevant rather than to out-perform them. Translation is 
currently a highly labour-intensive process, with expert (native in the case of 
Better Languages) linguists working by reading an entire text and translating it 
themselves. This is done as knowledge of cultural nuances, colloquialisms 
e.t.c is necessary to provide a thorough service. Machine translation (using 
software to translate verbatim) is available freely online, and dominates the 
cheaper end of the market. It is a direct competitor to traditional agencies in 
the eyes of customers who are less quality sensitive or more price sensitive. A 
blue ocean could be created by the hypothetical developers of such software, 
as the cost of translating would plummet assuming satisfactory quality 
standards could be met and reliability assured. Despite being a theory mostly 
contained within the IO paradigm, the concept is a good example of IO-RBV 
crossover, as one of the key questions the authors challenge business 
owners in red oceans to ask themselves is distinctly RBV in nature. Their 
website, used for promoting their book, states: ‗List your key competitive 
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factors; now list your competition‘s. Are they largely the same?‘ 
(blueoceanstrategy.com, 2009). 
 
Whilst recognising the strengths of IO views, Dierickx and Cool (1989) argue 
that much of the strategic management literature focuses too narrowly on 
market positioning, and that to gain a balanced perspective managers should 
consider a firm‘s unique asset bundle as critical to a firm‘s competitive 
position. Grant (1991) agrees, stating that strategy should be perceived less 
as aiming for monopolistic rents (as in IO), and more as a pursuit of Ricardian 
rents as the RBV suggests. 
 
The definition of a resource used throughout this paper is provided by Barney 
(1991:106) who states that ‗firm resources include all assets, capabilities, 
organisational processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge e.t.c 
controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement 
strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness. For the sake of this 
research, the word ‗resource‘ will also encompass core competencies, 
meaning intangible facets of Better Languages such as customer service or 
experience, not traditionally considered resources, will be for the sake of 
simplicity. 
 
Rangone (1999:237) notes that, on balance, ‗critical resources cannot be 
directly related to a company‘s financial performance, as the latter also 
depends on the specific structure and attractiveness of the industry in which 
the company acts‘. Conner (1991) also highlights some notable similarities 
between IO and RBV, mentioning that neither theory offers a complete 
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answer, with a combination of perspectives being most appropriate for an 
effective and holistic decision making tool. 
 
 
2.2 Penrose (1959), the genesis of the RBV 
 
The RBV began to gain widespread attention as IO began to lose support. As 
markets became more volatile, globalised, converged and fast-moving, the IO 
literature was left with less to offer. With such instability in so many markets, 
the theory based around positioning and industry selection lost standing in 
favour of the RBV, which offered firms a solution by looking at what they could 
control – their own resources. 
 
Penrose (1959) was the first academic to touch on what we now know as the 
RBV, as the first economist to look inside the black box and define the firm as 
a collection of productive resources. Despite Rubin (1973)‘s paper along 
similar lines, academic history remembers Wernerfelt (1984) as the founding 
father of the RBV. In fact, Crook et al (2008) allude to the influence of this 
paper by stating that academic database ‗Web of Science‘ reveals it has been 
cited over 1200 times. 
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2.3 Wernerfelt (1984), the beginning of the RBV paradigm 
 
Wernerfelt (1984:171) coined the simple notion, now central to the resource 
based paradigm, that ‗by specifying a resource profile for a firm it is possible 
to find the optimal product-market activities‘. This single phrase still rings true 
today despite all the advancements of the RBV, and neatly summarises the 
theoretical and practical angles of the theory. Throughout his paper, 
Wernerfelt mentions two key characteristics an element must have to 
constitute a ‗resource‘, namely; the ability to be thought of as a strength or 
weakness, and being by nature tied ‗semi-permanently‘ to the firm. 
Contemporary examples of such resources pertaining to this definition include 
brand names such as those leveraged by Coca-cola, trade contracts, in-
house technological knowledge such as that held within Apple or Sony, and 
efficient procedures, such as those in part manifested in Amazon.com‘s ability 
to undercut traditional retailers. 
 
Another core assumption of the RBV is that substitute resource availability 
often reduces the rents that a resource holder can hope to generate. If one 
firm possesses the said resource, then despite the potential for imitation, the 
costs and revenues of later acquirers will be adversely affected due to second 
mover disadvantages. Wernerfelt describes the first mover as enjoying the 
protection of a resource position barrier, and the second mover as 
experiencing an uphill battle. Grant (1991) states that organisational routines 
perfected over time are the primary resource that an incumbent has over a 
second mover, which he terms ‗economies of experience‘. The above 
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example of trade contracts is particularly relevant here, as tendering to 
replace an existing supplier or relationship often requires the second mover to 
out-do the first mover with regard to their offering so as to negate switching 
costs to the customer. 
 
Wernerfelt believed in 1984 that the RBV approach provided academia and 
business with a different and arguably richer way of looking at firm growth, 
and paved the way for exponential development of what was to become the 
dominant paradigm of the 1990‘s. 
 
Another notable journal in the field came five years later from Dierickx and 
Cool (1989), with a framework for measuring the sustainability of rents 
generated through resource deployment. The paper centred on the concept 
that if a resource is to provide sustained competitive advantage, it cannot be 
freely available on the open market, hence Dierickx and Cool prefer the term 
‗nontradeable assets‘ to describe how assets must be accumulated rather 
than acquired. As a case in point, they state that ‗the trust of one‘s customers 
cannot be bought‘ (p.1505). The aforementioned framework includes: 
 
1. Time compression diseconomies – an early mover advantage exists when 
deploying a resource, as described by Wernerfelt (1984), which increases 
sustainability. 
2. Asset mass efficiencies – i.e. a ‗snowball effect‘. For example strong past 
sales influence current/future sales and sustainability is increased. 
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3. Interconnectedness of asset stocks – complementary resources aid 
sustainability. 
4. Asset erosion – a resource‘s rent-generating effect can decay without 
conscious maintenance, thus reducing sustainability. 
5. Causal ambiguity – a lack of comprehension concerning which resource is 
responsible for said effect is likely to reduce sustainability and asset erosion 
(point 4) becomes more likely. 
 
Adhering to this framework and applying it consistently to one‘s resource base 
over a period of time is, they argue, the route to developing a strategic asset 
from which to derive sustainable competitive advantage, in turn winning new 
business over competitors and driving growth. One problem with applying this 
framework, which many others suffer from also, is that the assumption that 
resources cannot be acquired/bought is a hindrance to the theory‘s 
application in many firms. It assumes that all firms have something unique 
about them, which is not true of all markets, at least not to the extent of 
sufficient heterogeneity to allow for everyone to have a unique competitive 
advantage. If a firm finds itself in such a context, RBV offers relatively little in 
terms of practical advice, and IO arguably more, despite aforementioned key 
author‘s arguments to the contrary. Applying the RBV to firms that were 
sufficiently heterogeneous became much more accessible with Barney 
(1991)‘s VRIS framework, which required little strategic management skill to 
apply and benefit from. 
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2.4 Barney (1991), the VRIS model 
 
Barney (1991) devised what is probably the most commonly used framework 
for identifying resources upon which competitive advantage can be based, 
partially evidenced by the fact that his journal has been cited over 2000 times 
on academic database ‗Web of science‘ (Crook et al 2008). Several other 
academics, including Amit and Schoemaker (1993), Peteraf (1993) and Collis 
and Montgomery (1995) have also developed criteria needed for strategic 
resources to generate sustained competitive advantage. Barney (1991)‘s 
‗VRIS‘ model (sometimes ‗VRIN‘) presents four criteria that a resource must 
possess to go from being a source of competitive advantage to a source of 
sustained competitive advantage. It must be: 
 
Valuable 
Rare 
Inimitable 
non-Substitutable 
 
Barney states that competitive advantage exists when a value creating 
strategy is in place which is currently unique in the market. A Sustained 
competitive advantage (henceforth SCA) however exists when competitors 
have been unsuccessful in duplicating the benefits of the strategy in question 
(not due to the time the competitive advantage has endured as suggested by 
Porter 1985). A critique of this SCA definition however is that due to 
information asymmetry and causal ambiguity, it may not be clear if 
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competitors have made efforts to duplicate, and therefore a resource could 
not be declared as providing SCA. It would thus be unwise to commence a 
growth strategy based around a competitive advantage only to find it non-
sustainable. Barney‘s definition should state ‗inability to duplicate a benefit 
regardless of attempts‘ rather than unsuccessfulness in such an endeavour. 
One failed attempt should not qualify a resource for SCA status.  It is also 
important to note that ‗sustained‘ should not be confused with ‗infinite‘. As 
tastes, technology, public opinion e.t.c change, asset decay can be inevitable 
and indefensible. Castanias and Helfat (2001) for example state that 
managerial resources need to evolve and adapt to changes in the firm and 
industry for rents to be continually extracted from managerial talent as a 
source of SCA. 
 
As stated, SCA is derived from resources meeting all VRIS criteria, with each 
one being necessary but not sufficient to achieve this goal. The resource must 
be valuable, in the sense that it either neutralises threats or enables the firm 
to outperform competitors in some way. To be of strategic use, a resource 
must also be rare by definition, among current and potential competition. A 
resource held by many firms cannot create value, as each one is capable of 
exploiting it in the same way (assuming competent management e.t.c). 
Inimitability refers to competitors being unable to duplicate the asset, either 
due to unique historical conditions (as with positive reputations), social 
complexity or causal ambiguity. If the resource meets the first three criteria it 
could be a source of competitive advantage. If the resource is also non-
substitutable – in that competitors cannot copy the value creating strategy 
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regardless of not having the actual resource - then SCA is said to exist 
(Prahalad and Hamel 1990). This model is easy to understand and apply, 
perhaps explaining its widespread citation among academics, and goes 
someway to addressing the above criticism that the RBV has little to offer 
firms in some industries which are largely homogenous. 
 
The RBV became even more accessible and simplified via Barney‘s 
classification of firm resources into three distinct groups; Physical capital, 
Human capital and Organisational capital. Physical capital refers to a firm‘s 
location, equipment, physical technology e.t.c, with Human capital including 
experience, relationships and training. Organisational capital refers to a formal 
reporting structure, informal relations between/among firms and 
formal/informal planning (Barney 1991). Many other ways of classifying 
resources have been suggested, such as tangible vs intangible (Zahara and 
Das 1993, Collis and Montgomery 1995), static vs dynamic (Lockett and 
Thompson 2001) or property based vs knowledge based (Miller and Shamise 
1996). 
 
 
2.5 Late 1990’s and beyond – RBV as an established theory 
 
Lockett et al (2008:1125) confirm that ‗the strategic management field has 
embraced the notion that firms are fundamentally heterogeneous in terms of 
their resources and internal capabilities‘. This assumption allows for a 
competing dominant paradigm away from the IO literature, in which inter-firm 
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differences in efficiency are not viewed in light of superior market positioning 
or opportune environmental factors, but through the lens of the unique 
resource endowments a firm has at its disposal. IO theory, they argue, gives 
advice that was inconsistent and ceased to be of use if given to more than a 
few firms. In an interview with Birger Wernerfelt, they quote him as saying: 
 
 
„I couldn‟t see how this was compatible with equilibrium, in the sense that I 
was thinking “so we are educating 50,000 MBAs a year and now they all learn 
that such and such is an attractive industry and therefore they all enter that 
industry”. And now it‟s going to stop being attractive real quick.‟ 
 
Taken from Lockett et al (2008:1127) 
 
 
They summarise contemporary RBV theory in terms of core recommendations 
to business practitioners. Firstly, firms should centre their competitive strategy 
on their strengths. Unique assets when leveraged correctly lead to imperfect 
competition, super-normal profits and growth. Path dependence is an issue 
the authors discuss at length, leading to the second recommendation: 
tomorrow‘s strengths will be derived from current strengths. Bishop et al 
(2009) note that all firm decisions are shaped by past decisions, resources 
and organisational routines built up over time – all of which are idiosyncratic. 
Because every firm has a unique history in these respects, ‗present-day 
options confronting firms are path-dependent in nature‘ (Bishop et al 
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2009:27).  The third point raised by Lockett et al (2008), which is less of a 
recommendation and more of a consideration, is that one should assume that 
competing firms are well managed. Therefore managers need to look for what 
they term ‗tilted playing fields‘ – areas (or resources) where they have a 
competitive advantage. 
 
Despite the strategic management field widely embracing RBV theory, Crook 
et al (2008:1141) note that the extent to which its application is useful is 
unknown, stating: ‗there is no consensus regarding how strongly strategic 
resources relate to performance‘. In their study encompassing 29,000 
organisations they conduct a meta-analysis to statistically aggregate a large 
number of empirical findings in an attempt to objectively prove that a 
relationship does indeed exist between strategic resource leverage and firm 
performance. Ultimately their findings show strong support for performance 
being tied to strategic resource possession. Their results show that, on 
average, 22 percent of the utility available from predicting performance 
differences across firms is provided by strategic resources. 
 
 
2.6 Practical Applications – the RBV and SME growth theory 
 
The RBV is of particular relevance to SMEs, as IO recommendations based 
on positioning are not useful when competing with significantly larger players 
in the market. Schumpeterian views focusing on innovation and new product 
development, as well as Blue Ocean strategy, are the most applicable areas 
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of IO theory for SMEs. The RBV however states that a small firm can achieve 
growth in a market dominated by larger players if it can be quicker or smarter 
when leveraging resources. 
 
Bishop et al (2009:28) note that ‗resource and knowledge-based theories of 
firm behaviour provide a useful framework for thinking about the stages of firm 
growth‘. One such model combining a resource-based angle with an SME 
focus was developed by Churchill and Lewis (1983:31), who define five 
stages specifically of small firm growth as follows: 
 
(1) Existence 
(2) Survival 
(3) Success (subdivided into success-disengagement and success-growth) 
(4) Take-off 
(5) Resource maturity 
 
The model asserts that all small businesses experience common problems at 
similar stages in their development, with this being one of the few to focus 
upon SME issues almost exclusively. Stage 1 – existence – involves a 
fledgling firm struggling to obtain customers, with a key concern being 
successful delivery of a product or service. Next, the survival stage, involves 
consolidating revenues and solidifying past success into reliable income 
streams. Better Languages passed through this stage fairly swiftly owing to 
the nature of the business involving low capital investment, with key costs 
only incurred when work is available. The majority of the work done by the two 
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Better Languages staff is knowledge intensive rather than resource intensive 
as with manufacturing for example. 
 
Better Languages currently sits at the success-growth stage, whereby risk 
increases and the owners ‗marshal resources for growth‘ having already 
achieved the minimum level of activity necessary for survival (Churchill and 
Lewis (1983:34). This differs from the success-disengagement stage where 
owners may take a backseat and hand over day to day running of the 
company to an employee in order to spend time elsewhere on other business 
or personal pursuits. Better Languages will shortly have to hand over some 
day to day running of part of the business and hire staff, but are certainly not 
in a position to replace the 2 directors/owners. 
 
This stage has brought about new challenges inherent in expanding 
operations which will require the development of new resources above those 
required in the firm‘s infancy. An adapted management style embracing 
delegation and decentralised control being perhaps the most significant in the 
context of Better Languages – a firm which has only 2 full time staff – the 
owners – who are very much synonymous with the business. Developing 
managers with an eye to the company‘s future is part of this stage also. 
 
Beyond this, the take off stage raises questions of how to grow rapidly and 
finance growth, with delegation and cash flow issues (tolerating a high debt-
equity ratio) becoming prominent. Resource maturity – where Better 
Languages ultimately wants to be – involves consolidating and controlling 
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revenue while attempting to maintain the benefits often attributed only to small 
firms – flexibility, entrepreneurial spirit and a personal touch. The latter – one 
of Better Languages‘ key resources - is particularly valued in the translation 
industry due to the service being relational in nature. 
 
Below is a shortlist of the key resources held by Better Languages, 
established from discussions with the company‘s CEO and primary research 
into the business. This is followed by a brief discussion (continued in section 
4) of how some of the above theory applies to the firm in a business context. 
 
Key resources and core competencies within Better Languages: 
 
A. Strong client portfolio of leading retailers with well known brands, including 
Mothercare, New Look, Iceland foods and (more recently) Marks and Spencer 
B. Clients deal with directors rather than going through levels of staff 
C. Specialisation/experience in label and packaging translation 
D. Website well designed for search engine optimization – top of Google 
search list for ‗label translation‘, ‗packaging translation‘ e.t.c. 
E. Very high standard of customer service 
F. Ability to offer broad range of languages 
G. Smaller agency benefits – personal touch, flexibility, entrepreneurial flair 
 
All 7 resources combine to influence the firm‘s positive reputation, which as 
Grant (1991) notes is usually dependant on historical events which are difficult 
to duplicate. Much of the history of Better Languages‘ major client 
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relationships centres around label and packaging translation, and their 
website – the primary marketing tool for the firm according to CEO Mike 
Hunter – is also geared to this service. Though a small player and a relative 
newcomer to the industry, Better Languages has formed a resource position 
barrier in the label/packaging translation niche particularly due to past 
experience and a well designed website creating an ‗uphill battle‘ for second 
movers to the market (Wernerfelt, 1984). It is also asserted by Wernerfelt that 
the presence of substitute resources usually reduce the rents that a resource 
holder can extract. As noted in section 1.0, the translation industry is 
characterised by the importance of agency-client relationships, something so 
subjective and specific to the individuals involved that imitation is very difficult. 
Relationship building skills can indeed be developed, but personality and a 
certain rapport between agency and client is very difficult for an outside 
organisation to reproduce. 
 
A second position barrier in the possession of Better Languages is that of 
trade contracts, such at that held with Nottinghamshire County Council‘s 
translation department. For another agency to get this contract would require 
an uphill battle, possibly even providing the service at a loss in the short term 
to overcome existing relational factors. 
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2.7 Prahalad and Hamel (1994)’s core competence/market matrix 
 
A model of growth connected primarily to core competence (although 
resources could be applied also) is put forward by Prahalad and Hamel 
(1994). They outline core competencies as the collective learning in the firm, 
which in the case of Better Languages pertains principally to experience with 
label/packaging translation, level of customer service and smaller agency 
benefits. The authors reinforce the closeness of core competence theory to 
the RBV, by stating that a core competence approach provides potential for a 
firm to outperform competitors through leveraging key resources. 
 
Below is the core competence/market matrix, developed by Prahalad and 
Hamel (1994) as an aid in setting specific goals with regard to acquiring and 
deploying core competencies within a firm. 
 
 
 
 
   New 
 
Core     
competence 
   Existing 
   
 
 
     Existing   New 
 
 
       Market 
 
 
Fig 3: Core competence/market matrix, from Prahalad and Hamel (1994) 
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The upper left quartile contains competencies necessary for selling a new 
product/service in a market the firm in question already serves. For example, 
when supermarkets recently installed self service checkouts, cost and 
efficiency savings were achieved whilst still serving their existing market of 
customers. However new core competencies were required within each store 
to oversee this new technology, alongside support teams to maintain it. 
Moving clockwise, the upper right quartile refers to unrelated diversification – 
new core competencies within a new market – for example when Virgin move 
from selling records, to gyms, to airlines, to online wine distribution. Each new 
business caters to a new market, and requires markedly different 
competencies from the last. The Lower right section refers to targeting similar 
products/services (with identical core competence requirements) to a new 
market, such as Tesco offering a ‗value‘ or ‗finest‘ range. No new core 
competencies are required to produce, stock or sell these products, but they 
target a completely different segment of the market. Finally, the lower left 
segment contains the safest strategic options, requiring no new core 
competencies to cater to an existing group of customers. This may involve a 
supermarket stocking new product lines in keeping with the price/quality of 
their current products. This matrix will be referred to again in section 6.0 to 
frame the strategic recommendations for Better Languages based on primary 
research data. 
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2.8 Closing Comments 
 
Having reviewed a wide range of literature, mostly with a key theme of the 
RBV, the following contributions have been identified as key to SME growth. 
 
Firstly, the Schumpeterian focus of IO is relevant to small firms which will 
struggle to outmanoeuvre large players in the market in a classic 
IO/positioning sense. Small firms should focus on behaving innovatively and 
displaying entrepreneurial vision, in a much similar way as is recommended 
by Kim and Mauborgne‘s (1999) blue ocean strategy. 
 
Barney‘s (1991) VRIS model for establishing a value creating strategy for 
growth is also important to SMEs. The model is easy to comprehend and 
implement, making it ideal for SMEs often ran by individuals with little 
strategic management experience or tools at their disposal.  
 
Finally, Rangone‘s (1999) strategic consistency/strategic value matrix is 
tailored to issues of small firm growth, and is used to frame the context of 
Better Languages in section 4.0. This model, like Barney (1991), aims to 
present a simple tool to aid managers and small business owners in 
developing a sustainable competitive advantage with which to drive growth – 
the essence of the initial project brief from Better Languages. 
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Prahalad and Hamel‘s (1994) Core Competence/Market matrix is applied to 
the resources and core competencies within Better Languages in section 6.0, 
with reference to future growth. 
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3.0 Methodology 
 
This section outlines the way in which primary research was undertaken for 
the project, and the reasons for those decisions. It begins with a description of 
what qualitative research is and the considerations taken by the researcher 
when making the choice between qualitative and quantitative methods. 
Section 3.2 addresses how and why telephone interviewing was used, 
followed by a section exploring the slightly different lines of questioning put to 
Better Languages‘ customers and non-customers, with an explanation of why 
this was required. The final section looks at how the final data transcripts were 
analysed. 
 
3.1 Why Qualitative? 
 
A key consideration in the methodology was whether to use qualitative or 
quantitative research methods, the main distinction being that the former 
leans toward understanding complex interrelationships, with the latter leaning 
towards generalisations and the explanation of trend. Mason (1996) observes 
that qualitative methods are engaged in understanding words and images 
rather than numbers, and use data-observation rather than experiment. 
Mason also notes that the choice of method should reflect an overall research 
strategy, which is of course strongly linked to the business in question and the 
nature of the service is provides. The qualitative research method was chosen 
for a number of reasons.  
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Firstly, it is hard to quantify or measure the effect of a single resource on 
perceptions of Better Languages or on the performance of the firm itself. As 
this research has been approached from the RBV perspective, this would 
have been an issue had more restrictive quantitative methods been used. A 
rich understanding of customer needs was sought by the client, requiring 
open questioning and a more conversational style.  
 
Secondly, the client only has a limited number of customers available to 
interview, so any quantitative findings based on such a small sample size 
would be statistically very weak. A questionnaire would have been the chosen 
method had the quantitative route been taken, which would have been 
ineffective not only due to a poor probable response rate, but also as there 
would only be a few people in the firm with much comprehension of 
translation services and dealings with Better Languages. Seeking these 
people over the telephone for an interview was much more likely to access 
the necessary individual. Oppenheim (1998) notes that interviews (over 
questionnaires) are better placed to explain the purpose of a study, resulting 
in more relevant information being acquired with reduced ambiguity. 
Questions and can be confirmed and responses clarified mid-interview, which 
is not possible with the questionnaire method. 
 
Thirdly, the nature of translation as a service is very heterogeneous, and 
Better Languages recognises and adapts to the subtleties and differences in 
each customer‘s business. Therefore quantitative results would be hard to 
generalise and provide recommendations with considering the client offers no 
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standardised service. Different customers require different resources to be 
present in Better Languages, a subjective nuance that statistics would likely 
not reflect. It is also important to note that the researcher‘s 
preferences/strengths lean toward the qualitative method of inquiry, especially 
telephone interviewing, having had some experience of working in a call 
centre.  
 
Finally, Hill and McGowan (1999) state that small, entrepreneurial firms such 
as Better Languages possess unique characteristics and that research must 
be designed to take account of the individual personalities within the firm. 
Qualitative methods are better suited to this end. 
 
3.2 Telephone Interviewing 
 
As alluded to above, this study employed noted telephone interviews with the 
customers and potential customers of Better Languages to gather data, 
informed by conversation with the firm‘s CEO and first hand observation of the 
business and its financial records. Strauss and Corbin (1998) note that asking 
effective questions are the crux upon which the entire enquiry rests when 
conducting qualitative research. In this instance, questions are directed at 
understanding how Better Languages can deploy resources to better serve 
customer needs and win new business in order to drive growth. This is the 
key issue that the client requested be addressed. Questions aimed to answer 
it stimulated further questions, forming a chain of inquiry looking in-depth at 
the issues with interviewees.  
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Telephone interviewing was used over other methods of qualitative data 
gathering for several reasons. Firstly, due to financial and time constraints, it 
was chosen as a fast and economical way to conduct research. Secondly, as 
Better Languages uses e-mail and telephone almost exclusively to 
communicate, it means that the location of customers is mostly irrelevant. 
Thus their customer base tends to be very geographically dispersed, 
rendering face to face interviews impractical due to time constraints. 
 
Silverman‘s (2000) views have informed and influenced the style of 
interviewing adopted for this research, in that the researcher should 
encourage the free-flow of dialogue, revealing feelings, beliefs and attitudes 
by using questions as a stimulus. Silverman also notes that the researcher 
should feel at liberty to reallocate time to other areas if interesting points are 
raised by the interviewee. To improve the quality of data and to ensure final 
recommendations to the client were based on solid research, interviewees 
were often asked for validation of the researcher‘s interpretations of the 
dialogue. 
 
Regarding length, interviews ranged from a just a few minutes to almost half 
an hour. The average length was around 8 minutes. Some interviewees could 
not answer certain questions, or some questions were not suitable for them, 
thus reducing the overall time spent in conversation in some cases. The 
researcher had a personal relationship with the interviewee who gave nearly 
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half an hour, who was also fairly talkative by nature. Thus the interview times 
varied widely. 
 
3.3 Questions 
 
The questions had to go through several drafts after encountering some 
issues between researcher and client with regard to how sensitively the firm‘s 
customers should be interviewed. For example, one question initially put to 
Better Languages for review before asking their customers was ‗Did you 
initially look into other agencies? If so, via what medium and how actively?‘ 
The response from the client was: 
 
„Although I would be very interested to get feedback on this question from 
clients, its quite high risk, I wouldn‟t like to put in the mind of some of our key 
customers that they should look at alternative suppliers.‟ 
 
Taken from e-mail correspondence with CEO Mike Hunter, 17/7/2009. Appendix B 
 
A similar situation occurred when proposing to ask about the firm‘s 
weaknesses. Despite minor setbacks, overall the client was very 
accommodating regarding customer access, and other more probing (but 
arguably less sensitive) questions were saved for contact with non-customers 
only. The client also made some contributions to the final set of questions, 
such as looking into new services that Better Languages could provide. 
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Questions were directed around: 
 
1. Marketing issues related to targeted marketing, winning new business and 
awareness of the Better Languages brand. 
2. Other services Better Languages could branch into - blue ocean 
opportunities. 
3. Highlighting the firm‘s strengths and weaknesses. 
4. A general deeper customer understanding in terms of perceptions and 
requirements. 
 
These questions were not only highlighted by the client as useful lines of 
enquiry – ‗our aim is to understand customer needs as clearly as possible‘ - 
but are also essential to determine future resource and core competence 
developments and drive growth (Appendix C). Initial conversations with the 
firm‘s CEO raised the issue of awareness vs competitiveness in the 
translation industry, something that the line of questioning will investigate. 
That is, are the decision makers (customers) seeking a satisfactory solution to 
their translation needs rather than an optimal one? Whether or not clients tend 
to be ‗satisficers‘ in this respect has obvious and significant implications for 
the way in which Better Languages markets itself in the future.  
 
The first few minutes of the interview followed a semi-structured format, 
exploring key issues with a narrative approach in mind. The open-ended 
technique allowed the interviewee to focus on areas they deemed 
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appropriate/significant in their experience of translation services. The 
interview concluded with a phenomenological approach, that is, a more 
conversational style. This was intended to allow interviewees the freedom to 
highlight other important factors perhaps missed by the initial line of 
questioning or completely unique to their organisation and translation 
requirements.  
 
Some problems were encountered with telephone research even before 
speaking with the interviewee. Clarification was often necessary in initial 
interactions regarding the nature of the call. Most firms do not have an 
obvious department which deals with translation, and so ‗corporate buying‘ or 
‗procurement‘ were often suggested to individuals at first point of contact. 
People in customer services and other first point of contact ‗gatekeepers‘ 
understandably had little knowledge or comprehension of the use of 
translation services within their company. Also, some organisations 
particularly in the public eye such as clothing retailer Next simply do not take 
part in any student research projects due to the volume of requests they 
receive. Sainsbury‘s has a policy of not giving out the phone numbers or e-
mail addresses of staff, resulting in a fax being sent to their head of corporate 
buying requesting participation in research. Reception staff were more 
receptive upon being told that the call was not sales related, and that a small 
amount of staff time was being sought for interview and not to tender Better 
Languages‘ services. Finally, it is also difficult to gauge firms with translation 
needs in some cases. The potential for firms to require translation services to 
communicate with overseas suppliers is one case in point. Some firms which 
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source products from foreign suppliers need translation services to sort legal 
agreements and other communication, whereas others simply demand all 
communication from suppliers to be in English. It is impossible to tell from a 
firms‘ website which category they fall into, thus resulting in a large quantity of 
‗dead end‘ calls. 
 
3.4 Interviewee Breakdown 
In total, 9 firms were interviewed. The following table comprises a breakdown 
of interviewee firms: 
Company Sector Industry No. of 
employees 
Interview 
Length 
New Look Private Fashion/clothing 30,000 7:28 
Notts County 
Council 
Public Public 
service/council 
unknown 5.57 
Mothercare Private High street retail 7500 8.09 
Phoenix 
Partners 
Private Marketing/PR unknown 5.02 
Iceland Private Grocery retail 17,000 7.58 
Acme Whistles Private Whistle retail 100 2.25 
Greater 
Manchester 
Police 
Public Public 
service/police 
12,500 28.31 
Hornby Private Hobby/modelling 200 5.35 
Essex County 
Council 
Public Public 
service/council 
Unknown 8.29 
 
The first 5 are customers of Better Languages, with the remaining 4 classed 
as ‗non-customers‘. It is useful to note that the latter two of the public sector 
organisations (Greater Manchester Police and Essex County Council) 
represented very large translation contracts on behalf of not only their own 
organisation, but many other public bodies in the surrounding geographic 
region, including county councils, primary care trusts and police forces. The 
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customers of Better Languages which were interviewed were chosen by the 
client, and comprised of those which supplied them with the greatest revenue 
and repeat business. The ‗non-customer‘ group was deliberately varied, 
encompassing several industries across the public and private sector, of 
varying sizes. This was done to gain an overall impression of translation 
needs across the UK economy, rather than focusing narrowly and obtaining 
results applicable to fewer scenarios that Better Languages may encounter in 
future. 
 
3.5 Data Analysis 
Recorded data was transcribed and analysed for common themes or 
significant differences in the responses from each individual. Areas upon 
which interviewees chose to emphasise/focus upon were given particularly 
careful analysis. Being conscious of what was not said by each interviewee 
also presented a good insight when comparing and contrasting interview 
notes. 
There are many qualitative approaches, and therefore a plethora of strategies 
for interpreting collected data, including Tesch (1990) and Miles and 
Huberman (1994). Some approaches are highly structured, others less so. 
Some are very objective, some more subjective. Saunders et al (2003) note 
that these approaches can also be classified on a deductive/inductive line 
also, that is, with/without predetermined codes from which to guide analysis. It 
is also important to note that just as qualitative and quantitative research 
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should be seen as equal in terms of quality and rigor, so should different 
approaches to analysing qualitative data.  
 
The following data analysis begins from an inductive position in which a 
‗theory…is adequately grounded in a number of relevant cases‘, developing 
from the work itself (Saunders et al 2003:388). It is felt that using the 
heterogeneous case studies gathered first-hand by the researcher will yield a 
more effective answer to the objectives of the research project than will 
attempting to apply a model to a scenario for which it was not designed. In 
summation: to avoid putting a square in for a round hole. Though having prior 
research to start with would be helpful and in some ways easier, it is felt that 
using a theory may colour the findings in an undesirable way that does not 
reflect the views of participants, as opposed to purely utilising the views of 
interviewees. As Better Languages is a going concern and will continue to 
research its clients and potential markets long after this research is 
completed, an inductive approach is useful when seeking to develop 
directions for future research. Finally, Saunders et al (2003:393) note that a 
freshly generated theory ‗may be used to suggest subsequent, appropriate 
action‘, the extent of which is detailed in section 6.0. Generating a theory out 
of data is known as a Grounded Approach, a concept devised by Glaser and 
Strauss (1967) in their book ‗The Discovery of Grounded Theory‘.  
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3.6 Grounded Theory 
 
The overall aim of the Grounded approach is to generate a theory around 
core themes emergent from primary research. Information is read and re-read 
to discover and label categories and their interrelationships. 
 
This project utilises grounded theory as described in Saunders et al (2003), 
who in turn cite Strauss and Corbin (1990, 1998) as key contributors to their 
description. It encompasses 3 key stages – open coding, axial coding and 
selective coding, which will be outlined below and put into practice in section 
5.0. 
  
Open coding: 
Here the raw primary data, in this case from 9 semi-structured interviews, are 
split into notional sub-categories and labelled. A sub category in this instance 
could range from a single descriptive word, to a whole paragraph or period of 
conversation on a particular topic. This step is essentially concerned with 
describing the phenomena embodied in the text. Each line is read with a 
single question in mind: ‗what is the meaning behind this statement?‘. 
 
Axial coding: 
This second stage involves seeking to identify relationships between the sub-
categories identified in stage one, and then explaining these linkages against 
the data. 
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Selective coding: 
Once several categories and sub-categories have been developed out of the 
data, selective coding takes place to identify a central category to which all 
other categories relate. An explanatory theory is then developed to explain the 
linkages between the central category or key storyline, and all other 
categories.  
 
Following on from this methodological section is an internal analysis of Better 
Languages developed early in the project from first hand observation of the 
business and conversation with it‘s CEO. Section 5.0 details the results of 
primary research in the form of interviews with customers and non-customers, 
to which grounded theory as detailed above is applied. 
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4.0 Internal analysis 
 
The following section details the context of Better Languages based solely on 
initial conversation with CEO Mike Hunter and first hand observation of the 
firm by the researcher. This information is framed using Rangone‘s (1999) 
strategic consistency/strategic value matrix, as mentioned in section 2.6.5. 
Barney‘s (1991) VRIS model, also mentioned in the Literature Review, is 
applied to Better Languages‘ resources and competencies also. 
 
At the early stages of the project, one interesting area the client was unsure 
about was the level of involvement of their customers‘ purchasing decisions. 
Better Languages‘ were uncertain as to whether or not their customers sought 
a satisfactory solution to their translation needs instead of an optimum one – 
making them a ‗satisficer‘. They felt that customers were likely to use Google 
to research potential suppliers, and probably only the first page of search 
results, certainly requiring a specialism or technical area. Personal 
recommendation was also felt to be a significant factor in winning new 
business.  
 
Issues of information asymmetry and bounded rationality on the part of 
customers were also raised in conversation, with the client feeling that the 
presence/prevalence of these factors were a hindrance to Better Languages. 
It was felt that the better informed customers were, the more likely they would 
be to select Better Languages, with the poorly informed or even misguided 
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firms opting for the cheapest provider. This is certainly true with one 
interviewee – discussed later in section 5.0. 
 
Interview questions put to customers and potential customers of the firm 
sought to establish a level of involvement when purchasing translation 
services. This obviously has implications for future marketing, as to whether 
awareness or quality of service should be focused on to capture customers 
looking for a satisfactory or optimum solution respectively.  
 
4.1 Rangone’s (1999) model 
 
Rangone (1999) proposes an RBV approach to SME strategy suitable for 
small firms looking to develop a sustainable competitive advantage, based 
around 14 case studies of SME‘s in various industries. The model avoids the 
downfall of many other competitive advantage/growth models by remaining 
relatively simplistic, calling for the consideration of a few key variables which 
will have a significant impact on long term competitiveness. Applying the 
model does not require specialist skills or sophisticated information systems. 
 
The model begins by defining 3 basic capabilities: 
 
1. Innovation capability – the ability to develop new products and generate 
superior technology or management performance. 
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2. Production capability – the ability to produce and deliver one‘s 
product/service whilst ensuring competitive priorities such as quality, flexibility, 
dependability e.t.c 
3. Market management capability – the ability to market and sell products 
effectively 
 
These basic capabilities are said to be founded on a firm‘s heterogeneous 
resource endowments. The current strategic focus of Better Languages is on 
the second basic capability – production – with goals to develop the third – 
market management – in the near future, as discussed later. The first stage of 
Rangone‘s model therefore is to ‗define strategic intent‘, that is, to select 
which basic capability (or capabilities) the firm will rely on. The second stage 
is to ‗identify resources‘, which at this stage means looking into all resources 
held by the business as it is not yet possible to discern which are critical. The 
third stage is to ‗assess the strategic value of resources‘ by judging their 
ability to create and sustain strategic competitive advantage. To go slightly 
tangential to Rangone‘s model, Barney‘s (1991) VRIS criteria of ‗valuable, 
rare, inimitable and non-substitutable‘ will be used to analyse Better 
Languages. ‗Assessing the strategic consistency of resources‘ is the fourth 
stage, which requires the entrepreneur or business owner to question whether 
a resource is consistent with the company‘s strategic goals and is able to 
contribute to this end. In essence, how well aligned are the firm‘s resources to 
achieving the firm‘s goals? The final phase is to ‗generate strategic options‘ 
and recommendations to the firm in this case, summarised in the strategic 
value/strategic consistency matrix to follow (fig 2).  
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What follows is an application of Rangone‘s (1999) approach to strategy 
analysis in SME‘s alongside Barney‘s (1991) VRIS model applied to the 
business context of Better Languages. 
 
4.2 Applying Rangone (1999) and Barney (1991) to Better Languages 
 
4.2.1 Step 1 – defining strategic intent: 
 
The current strategic focus of Better Languages is on the second basic 
capability – production. The firm is able to deliver translation services 
effectively, in some cases to very tight deadlines, and is highly flexible and 
reliable. The firm intends to develop further along the lines of the market 
management basic capability also, in terms of increasing awareness of Better 
Languages as a brand and winning new business to drive growth. 
 
4.2.2 Step 2 – identifying resources: 
 
A. Strong client portfolio including high street retailers Mothercare, New Look, 
Iceland Foods and (more recently) Marks and Spencer   
B. Clients deal with directors rather than going through levels of staff  
C. Specialisation/experience in label and packaging translation 
D. Website well designed for search engine optimization – top of Google 
search list for ‗label translation‘, ‗packaging translation‘ e.t.c.  
E. Very high standard of customer service 
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F. Ability to offer broad range of languages  
G. Smaller agency benefits – personal touch, flexibility, entrepreneurial flair 
 
4.2.3 Step 3 – assessing strategic value of resources: 
 
In this step, Barney‘s (1991) VRIS model will be used to determine resources 
from critical resources. 
 
Resource A – client portfolio: 
Better languages has a strong portfolio of clients which is no doubt beneficial 
when tendering for contracts, thus the resource is valuable. It is even more 
valuable when one considers that many key clients are in the clothing and 
food industries, considering the niche of label/packaging translation that 
Better Languages occupies currently. However ‗good‘ customers – firms with 
a strong brand and good overall public awareness – are not rare, inimitable or 
non-substitutable. Though competitors would have a hard time obtaining 
these exact clients due to the resource position barrier discussed earlier, 
there is a plentiful supply of firms suitable for imitation.  For example, Applied 
Language, a large competing agency based in Oldham, Northern England, 
count Aston Martin and Boots as clients, reaping similar benefits as Better 
Languages do in highlighting Mothercare and New Look. Resource A is 
therefore not a critical resource according to Barney, apart from when 
competing vs smaller agencies exclusively. 
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Resource B – director level access: 
Being such a small firm, all clients without exception deal expressly with one 
of the firm‘s two directors. Clients are given the impression that their business 
is valued by this situation, and it allows the firm to be flexible and responsive – 
all of which make the resource valuable. The majority of competing agencies 
researched have multiple offices and operate either nationally or globally, and 
cannot offer the same level of access. Alpin Translation Services for example 
has 28 offices in the UK alone. Thus director level access is rare also. Though 
larger agencies can offer the contingency for flexibility or responsiveness, 
such as an option to pay more for faster delivery, this will never be able to 
compete with the potential flexibility offered by the owner of the entire 
business, and thus resource B is a critical resource being not perfectly 
imitable or substitutable.  
 
Resource C – specialisation in label/packaging translation: 
Any specialism and degree of expertise is valuable to firms requiring such a 
service, as it suggests that the work carried out will be of a high standard. 
Being such a specific niche, label/packaging specialisation is very rare, and 
seemingly not possessed on any website of competing agencies. Due to 
experience and knowledge being essential and central to this resource, it is 
also inimitable and non-substitutable, resulting in resource C being of critical 
status. 
 
Resource D – website: 
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This is felt to be Better Languages‘ primary marketing tool, and is designed 
using the ‗word press‘ programming language, making the source code very 
‗Google friendly‘ in terms of its priority in search results. The site has been 
established since 2003, which is very old for a website, meaning the firm has 
the first website optimised for searches such as ‗label translation‘ and 
‗packaging translation‘. In fact, on both of these searches, Better Languages 
is not only the top search result, but also appears as the sponsored search 
result in the left hand sidebar. Because of the site‘s intelligent design and long 
standing history, this marketing tool in the relevant niches is indeed rare. It 
can be imitated, although as long as the site is running, a competing website 
is unlikely to be able to overtake on the search results as it will always be a 
newer site. A well designed competing website could lower the value of the 
incumbent site, but cannot imitate its benefits perfectly. There is no existing 
tool that is as cost effective and efficient as a website for attracting and 
informing potential clients due to the nature of business to business 
translation. The website is therefore another critical resource. 
 
Resource E – quality of customer service: 
Although valuable for obvious reasons, all agencies would claim to offer this, 
though it is rarer among large firms. It is difficult to say whether or not this is 
rare in the translation industry, without surveying a large number of firms and 
finding some way to quantify ‗good customer service‘. Because time and 
resource constraints on this project do not allow for such measures, it is 
assumed that quality customer service is held by sufficient agencies to render 
it not rare.  
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Resource F – range of languages: 
Due to the nature of translation agencies acting as brokers, the network of 
translators available to each agency is vast, meaning a well managed agency 
should be able to offer a wide range of languages assuming it can source the 
relevant translators in a timely manner. This resource therefore does not meet 
the criteria of rarity or inimitability.  
 
Resource G – small agency benefits: 
Finally, the personal touch, flexibility, entrepreneurial flair and other benefits 
offered due to Better Languages being a smaller firm are thought to be valued 
by the firm‘s customers. Though other agencies would no doubt claim to 
possess these qualities, the extent to which they actually do is hard to 
determine due to subjectivity. This is a prime example of how using RBV 
theory to determine whether intangible resources can potentially create 
sustainable competitive advantage can lead to problems of information 
asymmetry. Even if one could categorically say that Better Languages‘ small 
agency benefits were rare, they are certainly not inimitable or non-
substitutable. Larger firms have established systems for client contact at 
varying stages during work phases and dedicated lines of enquiry should 
problems or queries arise, to substitute for the more personable interactions 
offered by a smaller firm. 
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4.2.4 Step 4 – assessing strategic consistency of resources 
The penultimate stage involves considering the relative priorities of Better 
Languages, and determining the impact of each resource on firm performance 
in terms of achieving these priorities. The initial brief provided for the project 
stated that ‗sustaining growth and profitability over the next 3 to 5 years‘ in a 
way that reflects the firm‘s values and corporate culture (see section 1.0) is 
the primary objective. Some resources are obviously not appropriate to this 
goal of growth in the long term, for example, director level access will not be 
available to all clients if the firm‘s workload doubles. However this may be 
strategically relevant in the short term with the next 2 or 3 major client 
acquisitions. The quality of customer service is very much embedded in the 
firm‘s culture and values, and thus is consistent with everything the firm does. 
The strong client portfolio, range of languages, website and 
specialisations/expertise are all consistent with firm growth, as each resource 
is valuable in the eyes of clients and will serve as important factors in gaining 
new business. Though Better Languages cannot by definition achieve growth 
and remain a small business, it could maintain some of the benefits of being a 
small firm such as entrepreneurial flair, though this is very much down to the 
management style of the directors. Director level access could remain after a 
growth phase in some cases, however empirical research tells us that small 
agency benefits will likely end once the firm grows. The following matrix 
summarises all resources along the dimensions of strategic value and 
strategic consistency. 
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Strategic Consistency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic Value 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low 
 
 
 
 
 
High 
 
 
 
 
Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Client Portfolio 
Quality of customer 
service 
Range of languages 
 
 
 
 
High 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Small Agency 
Benefits 
 
 
Director Access 
Specialisation in 
label/packaging 
translation 
Website 
 
 
Fig 2: Strategic consistency/strategic value matrix, from Rangone (1999:241) 
 
 
As seen in Fig 2, small agency benefits are the only resource high in value but 
low in consistency – being mostly by definition unsuitable for a company 
looking to grow. The owners may even consciously phase out offering 
extreme flexibility currently needed to satisfy valuable clients if growth occurs 
and winning new business is more commonplace. The strong client portfolio, 
quality of customer service and breadth of languages offered all rate highly on 
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strategic consistency, being well aligned with the growth objective of the firm. 
These resources will not help the firm to win business however – thus are not 
strategically valuable – but will be well looked upon when present, much like 
hygiene factors are in Herzberg (1959)‘s two factor theory of motivation. The 
low/low square would hold resources which are totally irrelevant to the firm. 
The bottom right square containing director access, specialisation in 
label/packaging translation and the website is where Better Languages‘ 
critical resources lie. These three resources are both valuable in the eyes of 
clients and consistent with the firm‘s growth objective. Considering Fig 1 is 
based solely on interviews with Better Languages‘ CEO and a first hand 
understanding of the business, the final stage of turning critical resource 
awareness into recommendations will not occur at this point. Instead a second 
matrix will be developed after interviews with the firm‘s customers and non 
customers to provide a different perspective on the resource endowments of 
Better Languages (section 6.0). 
 
One problem with the theory is that is does not allow combinations of 
resources to be put forward as critical. For example, there are competing 
firms in the translation industry which are small enough to offer director level 
access, and there are competing firms which have a strong client portfolio. 
However there are few firms which can offer both, which may constitute a 
critical resource. The theory is not flexible enough to recognise this however, 
and does not address the notion of resource combination, and the potential 
for combined resources to result in a new competency in their own right. One 
could argue however that this is part of the simplistic nature of the matrix, 
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which in turn makes it easy to understand and apply, with the contingency for 
resource mixtures potentially over complicating it. Another problem is that if 
two resources occupy the high/high area of the matrix, the theory does not 
offer guidance on discerning which may be of greater value. It is important 
therefore to be conscious of the fact that this tool is a supplement and not a 
substitute for managerial judgement. 
 
In sum, Better Languages‘ growth strategy currently rests upon director level 
access, specialisms in label/packaging translation and small agency benefits. 
As a case in point, Better Languages was tendering to be the sole provider of 
translation services to one of its major customers at time of writing, and 
marketed itself on the basis of these three key factors. Section 5.0 goes on to 
outline the results and data gathered from interviewing both customers and 
non-customers; with insights into how firms view Better Languages‘ key 
resources. Implications for future growth strategy and recommendations 
follow in section 6.0.   
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5.0 Results 
 
This section comprises the results of all research interview data. Grounded 
theory as outlined in section 3.0 is first applied to interview data from 
customers of Better Languages (section 5.1), then to non-customer dialogue 
(section 5.2). The theory is adapted slightly for this project and does not rigidly 
fit the three core steps outlined previously. These findings are next compared 
and contrasted before section 5.6 addresses some internet research and how 
it relates to the case of Better Languages. The two tables below serve to 
recap the reader on which firms were involved in the study: 
 
Company (customers) Description 
New Look An international high-street fashion retailer 
Nottinghamshire County 
Council 
A  English Midlands county council 
Mothercare A British retailer operating online and on the 
high-street 
Phoenix Partners A small marketing/PR company 
Iceland Foods A UK based supermarket chain 
 
 
Company (non-customer) Description 
Acme Whistles An international whistle retailer 
Greater Manchester Police A large English police force 
Hornby An international scale model retailer 
Essex County Council A Southern English county council 
 
 
All interviews were immediately typed up onto a PC the moment they were 
finished. During each phone call, hand written field notes were taken, which 
needed to be typed up whilst the event was fresh in the researchers mind. 
Some simple further steps were taken such as underlining quotes and putting 
sections which the interviewee audibly emphasised in capital letters. Having 
completed the ninth and final interview, all the data was put into a new 
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Microsoft Word document and highlighted in their own colour. This was done 
to prepare the data for analysis. The next step was to simplify the questions 
that had been asked – up to 16 questions and sub questions for customers 
and 27 for non-customers (see appendix D) – into a narrower set of inquiry 
areas. 
 
5.1 Grounded theory open coding and Customers of Better Languages 
 
The open coding stage calls for taking raw primary data and splitting it into 
notional sub categories. The data obtained from the 5 interviews with 
customers was reduced to the following 5 sub categories: 
 
1. Finding Better Languages initially 
2. Areas Better Languages excel on 
3. Future services 
4. Budgeting for translation purchases  
5. Miscellaneous 
 
The raw data itself for interviews with companies A-E can be found in 
Appendix E. Below is how the primary data for the open coding stage related 
to the 5 aforementioned sub categories: 
 
5.1.1 Finding Better Languages initially: 
 
New Look – ―Finding them was fairly lucky, probably someone in labelling 
found them on the internet or perhaps word of mouth. Unless you have a 
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business that‟s very slick, lots of people around the business do their own 
thing.” 
 
At the time of finding Better Languages, New Look had 12-15 departments all 
requiring translation, with the labelling department most likely finding the firm 
due to their strong internet presence when terms such as ‗labelling‘ or 
‗packaging‘ are searched for alongside the word ‗translation‘. Describing 
finding the firm as ‗fairly lucky‘ suggests a passive and unconsidered 
approach, as if a member of staff stumbled upon Better Languages‘ website 
by chance. 
   
Nottinghamshire County Council – The interviewee himself has had a 
relationship with Better Languages‘ CEO going back to the 1980‘s, so issues 
of resource and core competence development to increase awareness of the 
firm do not apply in this case. 
 
Mothercare – This firm took a more thorough approach to selecting a 
translation provider, by contacting a number of agencies to tender for the 
contract. Another client of Mothercare recommended Better Languages who 
consequently “went in the mix” to tender.  
 
Phoenix Partners – In this case the interviewee remembered seeing a 2 
page spread in ‗Insider Magazine‘ around 18 months/2 years ago, and 
contacted Better Languages on the strength of the article. 
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Iceland – He initially came across Better Languages via a “chance Google 
search after another firm let us down at the last minute…(he) searched for 
„Polish Translator‟ and Mike (of Better Languages) was one of the first to 
come up”. 
 
He looked at several firms suggested by his search results, and noted that 
there were no references or case studies on most of their websites. Better 
Languages had, and still has, several well known brands on their website for 
which they have worked. The interviewee felt that if Better Languages could 
provide a good service to firms of a similar size to his, they could work well 
with Iceland also. This was reassurance by association so to speak, 
underlining the strength of Better Languages‘ website as a key resource. 
 
5.1.2 Areas Better Languages excel on 
 
New Look – “Were impressed with Better Languages‟ quick turnaround” 
 
Nottinghamshire County Council – “Very punctual, they take care you 
know? Responsible, always had good time keeping…trust is the most 
important thing, I mean they cost a bit more, because it‟s a business, but it‟s a 
quality service” 
 
Mothercare – The interviewee cited customer service as a strength of Better 
Languages, alongside a thorough vetting of translators and consistency in 
placing the same translator with the same customer repeatedly if possible. He 
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cited quality of work and standard of service at the two most important 
elements of translation services. 
 
“They try to understand the work themselves first before briefing 
translators…that‟s the kind of service I want…in business you don‟t want a 
middle man you want a service” 
 
Phoenix Partners – She noted that her company is known for the speed of 
their work – something that her clients value greatly. Better Languages, she 
states, excel on the speed and quality of their work. Their use of only native 
translators – linked to quality – is also valued.  
 
“You get a lot of translators that say they can do it and then the client ends up 
changing stuff. I don‟t think we‟ve ever really changed anything that Better 
Languages have done” 
 
Iceland – “We, like all food retailers, are particularly demanding on 
timescales. Every time he has delivered on the button to an extremely 
satisfying standard. (Better Languages have) very good communication with 
all staff which is invaluable” 
 
5.1.3 Future services 
 
New Look – In short, this firm is likely to require a greater quantity of 
translation services in the future. The interviewee states that their requirement 
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grows as the business grows. In terms of capital spending on translation 
services he states: 
 
 “in 18 months we might go from half a million to a million (pounds)…every 
time we go into a new market we need translation…We‟re seeing growth in 
Russia and the Middle East, so that‟s a requirement for new languages”.  
 
Website translation – an area in which Better Languages already has some 
experience – is also likely to be in demand from this firm, as “Our internet site 
is about to go from a .co.uk to a .com, so there‟s going to be a need for about 
4-6 languages there”. 
 
Nottinghamshire County Council – As this County Council possesses their 
own translation department and only uses Better Languages as an overspill 
and for rarer language combinations, future services are unlikely to be 
required.  
 
Mothercare – This customer is not keen on the idea of businesses providing 
a diverse range of services in general, and favours specialisation in the 
marketplace. “I want them to do a really good job at translation and that‟s it”. 
In terms of quantity of services however, he states that as the number of 
stores and countries in which they operate grows, their need for translation 
may change. Currently they have 1 label in each clothing item with 9 
languages on it that they feel deliver sufficient information to a wide range of 
customers – for example English, French, simplified Chinese e.t.c.  With a 
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period of growth may come a split into a Europe group and a Far East group 
with 2 different groups of languages on labels. Taiwanese would not have to 
be covered by simplified Chinese in this instance where the labels are serving 
a more targeted geographic region. This would require a larger range of 
languages. 
 
Also the interviewee predicts that 30 years into the future with increased 
internet coverage and access, paper manuals may be permitted to be omitted 
from products and a downloadable form made available, thus cutting raw 
material and transport costs to the retailer. If this change in law were to 
happen, the implications for Better Languages would shift to translating more 
documents into online content.  
 
Phoenix Partners – states that future translation needs depend entirely on 
client demands. The interviewee states that when she was on a project for 
one client, they (and therefore she on their behalf) had little need for 
translation as they expect to work in English with their customers. When 
working for another client, they “needed everything in a local language 
because they work in many different countries”.  
 
Iceland – really has no thoughts on future plans, as is very much testing the 
water in the few markets they have recently expanded into. The interviewee 
states that “it‟s been a bit slapdash so far” and termed the exercise as “off the 
cuff expansion”, and is certainly in no place to determine future demand for 
translation services.  
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5.1.4 Budgeting for translation services 
 
New Look – A common theme with all interviewees in response to this inquiry 
line is that budgeting differs along departmental lines. New Look‘s CSR 
department “have a budget – they know exactly how much they want to 
spend”, whereas in other departments such as labelling, translation is seen as 
essential.   
 
Nottinghamshire County Council – This organisation works as an internal 
business within the Council and charges other departments for translation. 
Therefore despite having a responsibility to find an agency that supplies value 
for money, any organisation in which the decision maker is not the ultimate 
spender is likely to be less price sensitive.  
 
Mothercare – Not known 
 
Phoenix Partners – charges straight to their clients as part of the cost for an 
overall marketing campaign or PR campaign.  
 
Iceland – highlights the fact that price is a secondary factor by stating: 
 
“I can get it done at one tenth of the price with an unreputable person that will 
just translate word for word, but that‟s not enough. If its wrong there‟ll be a 
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lawsuit, its illegal, our reputation in that country will be in tatters…So I‟ve got 
to do a cost/benefit analysis” 
 
He also notes some future plans regarding their relationship with Better 
Languages, by stating: 
 
“At the moment it‟s all happened very fast, in the future maybe we can look 
into putting some prices in a contract and maybe things getting a little cheaper 
there. I‟m always looking to save money if I can obviously” 
 
5.1.5 Miscellaneous 
 
New Look – It is interesting to note that at the time of interview, New Look 
was going from using many translation agencies to service 12-15 
departments, down to 1 agency working firm-wide and receiving their entire 
translation spend (around £500,000 p/a) to see what efficiencies and cost 
savings could be made. As Better Languages was not chosen for sole 
supplier status, the interview gave an insight into resource and competency 
developments that are necessary for winning future contracts. 
 
The tender process began by requesting information from all current 
translation providers over 15 questions which were rated by several 
departments. The key requirements from an eventual single agency were: 
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1. A specific tone of voice – very important for a fashion retailer aimed at 
young people 
2. A range of languages 
3. A range of media – including video, dubbing e.t.c 
4. Legal and technical specialisms 
5. Artworking/printing done in house – this cuts a middle man and improves 
margins for New Look 
6.  Extreme flexibility, sometimes 2 hours notice – “If someone from China 
calls up at 9:00am and needs something checking before it goes to print then 
we need it back fast. Every hour we waste when we‟re not producing product 
is wasting money”  
 
Ownership and the ability to make decisions were also important, and linked 
to flexibility. Ultimately, Better Languages‘ size was the barrier to them not 
winning sole provider status to New Look. The interviewee noted that the 
turnover that this contract would have given them would have exceeded their 
current total turnover, which is a risk to New Look. “So I‟ve got to ask how are 
they going to cope with that?...Any increase in workload you might have, that 
might hamper your ability to deliver a service to New Look”. The implications 
of these findings are discussed in section 6.0. 
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5.2 Grounded theory open coding and Non-Customers of Better 
Languages 
 
The open coding stage in this instance saw the entire 27 strong list of 
questions and sub-questions split into the following inquiry areas: 
 
1. Type of translation required 
2. Selecting an agency – how  
3. Selecting an agency – why/areas of strength  
4. Future translation demand 
 
The questions differed for non-customers, as more probing questions could 
be asked with no risk of damaging the image of the client or the agency-
customer relationship. The raw data itself for interviews with companies F-I 
can be found in Appendix E. Below is how the primary data for the open 
coding stage related to the 4 aforementioned sub categories: 
 
5.2.1 Type of translation required 
 
Acme Whistles – This was a very interesting interview, and though brief, 
raised some valuable insights into the translation industry and the demands 
for its services. Theoretically, this firm requires translation services for the 
packaging of the whistles they sell internationally. Though superficially a 
simple product, their items are designed to a high specification and sold in 
many niche markets. However the interviewee stated that the firm did not use 
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translation services at all. Other questions were therefore not suitable for this 
individual; however it was a good insight into the fact that many firms do not 
understand the importance of translation, and thus do not purchase it at all. 
She states: 
 
“Generally one way or the other we get round doing translation…because we 
sell worldwide we can ask a customer in that country to check the packaging 
and things like that…these days with the web you can get translation free of 
charge” 
 
Having spent a few visits with the client firm, learning about Better Languages‘ 
business, their approach and professionalism, it was fascinating to hear from 
a company with a multi-million pound turnover and worldwide sales shunning 
the notion of professional translation. Their product is admittedly simpler with 
less legal red tape than Iceland for example – who sell food. Nonetheless, it 
was interesting to hear from a firm who see having a worldwide presence as a 
way to get around translation, not something that makes translation services 
an imperative purchase. No doubt this casual approach is not unique in British 
business, and is likely very common in small firms that cannot justify spending 
capital on professional translation services until they begin operating on a 
larger scale. Acme Whistles will not feature in the following 3 inquiry areas 
due to the fact that they do not use a translation agency at all.  
 
Greater Manchester Police – is the first of 2 public sector organisations who 
recently went from using a range of agencies and translation suppliers to a 
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single provider, and have made this decision on behalf of other public bodies 
operating in their immediate geographic area. This includes other police 
forces, county councils and primary care trusts. Greater Manchester Police, a 
large police force, spends over £1 million per year on face to face interpreters, 
with £200,000 per year on telephone interview translation. Not only is this 
force‘s translation budget the largest of all organisations interviewed, it is even 
larger when one adds up all the other organisations whom their sole provider 
serves having won the contract.  
 
Their translation needs span 4 key areas – face to face interpreting, telephone 
interview interpreting, document translation and sign language. 
 
Hornby – uses a single agency – and unlike other firms, has done for some 
time – to translate mostly documentation including manuals, legal documents 
and packaging.  
 
Essex County Council – This county council – who again arranged the 
tender process for a number of surrounding public organisations – now has 
need for document/audio translation, face to face interpreting, telephone 
interviewing and British sign language. 
 
5.2.2 Selecting an agency – how 
 
Greater Manchester Police – 3 years ago they decided to get a 
‗management company‘ to be a broker, handling all interpreter interactions, 
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red tape e.t.c, and simply send a single invoice. Firms such as TheBigWord, 
Language Line, Prestige Network and Applied Language Services were the 
ones she was aware of that offered such a service.  
 
NHS and Police authorities in the area advertised for a single firm to do all 
facets of translation required by Greater Manchester Police – outlined in 
section 5.2.1. This process was initiated for simplicity and efficiency on behalf 
of admin teams, and to make the lives of police officers easier regarding 
interpreting non-English speaking people. The hourly rate they can get from a 
single firm providing all interpreters is much lower than a freelance individual 
would charge – “like charging us for a minimum of 3 hours work when we only 
need them for 20 minutes”. 
 
A request for information was sent out in a much similar way to that outlined in 
section 5.1.5 concerning New Look, with experience and systems being in 
place considered more important due to the huge volume of work this contract 
would represent. After a meeting by several of the public sector organisations 
concerned, Applied Language Services were nominated for the 4 year 
contract. 
 
Hornby – has used their current translation services provider for around 20 
years, with the interviewee being unable to say how they initially selected 
them. Obviously internet searches can be ruled out, so presumably they were 
found via a trade publication or via recommendation. They now never look at 
other agencies or get work independently verified. The only way in which the 
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interviewee has looked into the translation market is via one other agency 
sending her e-mails: “but they really are A LOT more expensive…that‟s the 
only one I‟ve really looked into”. 
 
Essex County Council – This county council went from having many 
suppliers to receiving a single invoice from one firm also, but in a slightly 
different way. They utilise a non-profit organisation called INTRAN – a multi-
agency interpreting and translation partnership. They approve and 
commission agencies to provide written translations, face to face and 
telephone interpreting, sign language and lipspeaking on behalf of a buyer (or 
in this case a group of buyers represented by Essex County Council). The 
interviewee notes “before we just used loads of different agencies…different 
teams were doing different things…friends of friends you know…”. The 
application process to INTRAN is fairly simple, as they conduct a tender 
process on your behalf. Essex County Council is 1 year into a 2 year deal, 
after which the contract will be reviewed. This is interesting as their contract – 
presumably of a similar size to that of Greater Manchester Police and again 
on behalf of the public sector – is half as long. 
 
Essex County Council now has 4 agencies supplying them, alongside 2 other 
councils and a number of police forces and primary care trusts. INTRAN 
membership cost them £10,000 per year as a sign up fee, including leaflets 
and posters for the workplace, a staff training day and to cover the costs of 
the tender process.  
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5.2.3 Selecting an agency – why/areas of strength  
 
Greater Manchester Police – Some interesting factors came into play when 
looking at why Greater Manchester Police selected Applied Language 
Services as their sole provider. For example, a strong policy on health and 
safety, equality, fair wages and professional development for staff were 
considered important, as it would damage the police force‘s reputation if it 
were dealing with an unfair employer. The interviewee plainly stated that the 
agency was keen on environmental issues also, which is important to the 
public sector. The agency they chose also had a 24/7 call centre which 
operated year round, a lot of experience in terms of years and quantity of 
work with translating operating documents, and was involved in encouraging 
interpreting as a profession which the interviewee felt was a good attribute. 
“It‟s not we provide you a service, you pay…they are really adding value to 
that marketplace”. 
 
Greater Manchester Police was obviously looking for the optimum solution to 
their translation needs, and were looking for a delicate balance of attributing 
60% importance weighting on quality and 40% on price. 6 local police forces 
graded each agency in the process. As another interviewee who stressed the 
importance of  quality over price, she stated: 
 
“it‟s more important THAT YOU GET THE BEST SERVICE at the right price” 
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Ultimately, Applied Language Services struck the best balance with what 
Greater Manchester Police wanted, although the interviewee noted that all 
other firms in the process could have done the job. 
 
Hornby – The quick turnaround and attention to detail offered by their 
supplier were the two most important attributes they benefited from. Although 
not something any translation agency can offer, the longstanding relationship 
was also highly valued, as it improves understanding between agency and 
customer, and increases the quality of work. She notes that her agency has a 
good understanding of the products and their technical specifications. This 
agency also uses only native translators which is again valued by Hornby. 
The duration of the relationship also means the interviewee feels she “can get 
her (agency) to go the extra mile”, as well as having better trust and prices 
than with one-off work. 
 
Essex County Council – As detailed above, this county council recently 
amalgamated all their translation needs to a single organisation. This was 
done for 2 key reasons – to achieve bulk buying discounts and to assure 
quality. Using INTRAN had the added benefits of saving council staff time and 
resources from conducting a tender process, and monitoring the relationship 
between Essex County Council and the 4 agencies that work for them through 
INTRAN – “we don‟t get involved too much”. 
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5.2.4 Future translation demand 
 
Greater Manchester Police – Due to the size of the contract with Greater 
Manchester Police, they expect their agency to do much of the legwork with 
regard to future trends, and stated that their future demand is ―not for us to 
know…we expect them to keep in touch with border agencies and be ahead 
of the game with immigrant populations that land in the UK‖. If the population 
of Greater Manchester Police‘s geographic region changes and they suddenly 
require lots of interpreters in another language for example, they expect their 
agency to be sufficiently flexible to deal with that. The interviewee had a 
feeling that new innovations were possible in the translation industry in the 
near future, having looked into the area in depth when organising the contract, 
but must now move back to focusing on other administrative policing matters. 
“There‟s a lot of emerging technology in web based interpreting but…I don‟t 
know…I can‟t invest anymore time”. The contract will last for 4 years, and the 
interviewee does not expect to dedicate much time or attention to translation 
until nearer the renewal date. 
 
Hornby – This model manufacturer gave a fairly short answer to the question 
of future translation services demand. She was “not aware of selling in 
anymore countries”, and thus did not feel their demand for translation services 
would change. Confident in the flexibility of her supplier of 20 years, she 
stated “any language we come across, she can deal with”. 
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Essex County Council – Again the response was sketchy at best regarding 
looking to the future. Having just secured a contract through INTRAN with 4 
agencies, Essex County Council did not seem concerned about how their 
constituents may demand different services from the council, as the group of 
agencies serving them would be able to cater to any demand. Considering 
Essex County Council‘s need for translation comes from local people, a 
change in demand would have to be prompted by a demographic shift in the 
population – something that would not happen as instantaneously as a private 
sector firm selling in a new country. As with Greater Manchester Police, future 
demand for translation is not something they spend much time thinking about, 
and are content to wait and see, as any change in translation demand would 
happen relatively gradually. 
 
5.3 Grounded theory Axial coding and customers of Better Languages 
 
This step usually seeks relationships between the sub categories identified in 
the open coding stage. As the inquiry areas were so varied in an attempt to 
gain a through understanding of translation needs, this axial coding stage will 
look for relationships and commonalities between interviewee responses to 
similar questions. The first 4 sub-categories will remain the same, whilst 
seeking common answers to the questions to identify what interviewees 
perceive as important factors when purchasing translation services. A 
summary of what each one said is presented, with an overall take-home 
message from the sub-category of data. 
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5.3.1 Finding Better Languages initially 
 
New Look – Via internet (possibly recommendation), labelling department 
contract, ‗fairly lucky‘ 
Nottinghamshire County Council – Via personal relationship 
Mothercare – Via recommendation, thorough tender process 
Phoenix Partners – Via magazine 
Iceland – Via internet search for ‗Polish translator‘, ‗chance‘, ‗last minute‘ 
 
The overall impression gained from interviewing Better Languages customers 
is that the business relationships in existence were prompted by a number of 
different marketing tools. Personal recommendation and internet searches 
were the most prominent 2. 
 
5.3.2 Areas Better Languages excel on 
 
New Look – quick turnaround 
Nottinghamshire County Council – punctuality, care, trust, quality of service 
Mothercare – customer service, consistency in vetting and placing translators 
Phoenix Partners – speed and quality, use of native translators 
Iceland – timescales and standard, communication 
 
Speed of work is stated in some way by 4 out of the 5 customers who were 
interviewed, making it the most significant area upon which Better Languages 
excel in their customer‘s eyes. It is very interesting to note that price was not 
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an area mentioned by any customer as a strength. Producing final work to a 
high standard is commonly mentioned, with competencies pertaining to 
customer service being highlighted by customers also.  
 
5.3.3 Future services 
 
New Look – Greater quantity, Russian and Middle Eastern languages, 
website translation 
Nottinghamshire County Council – None – maybe sign language and video 
titling but not much 
Mothercare – Not sure with languages, doesn‘t want new services, maybe 
documents translated online 
Phoenix Partners – Can‘t tell 
Iceland – Difficult to predict, will wait and see 
 
The take home message here is that firms find it hard to perceive their future 
translation needs. To look at the actual interviews through a sociological lens, 
it is likely that some participants took a guess at some future requirements for 
the sake of having an answer to the question. For example Nottinghamshire 
County Council stated ‗maybe sign language and video titling‘ despite never 
having demanded these services from an agency previously, giving no reason 
why his demand for these may increase, and already having a department 
that does these tasks. 4 out of the 5 interviewees‘ first comments were that 
they didn‘t know, regardless of whether they went on to suggest possibilities 
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or not. The internet – in the form of translating websites or developing web-
based documents were notable growth areas however. 
 
5.3.4 Budgeting for translation services 
 
New Look – differs depending on department. In this case seen as an 
‗essential‘ purchase 
Nottinghamshire County Council – charged out to other departments in the 
council 
Mothercare – not known 
Phoenix Partners – charged directly to clients 
Iceland – no plan so far – happened very fast as part of ‗slapdash expansion‘ 
 
Here it is important to note that the decision maker is not necessarily the 
person who pays for translation services. In the case of Nottinghamshire 
County Council and D, the interviewee selected Better Languages, but do not 
bear the final cost of hiring their services. It is also important to note that even 
different departments within the same firm will have different expectations on 
pricing dependant on the extent to which their work demands quality 
translation. 
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5.4 Grounded theory Axial coding and non-customers of Better 
Languages 
 
Again, common answers to the questions put to the non-customers category 
of interviewees are included in summary form, with concluding comments 
below each sub-category‘s data summation. 
 
5.4.1 Type of translation required 
 
Acme Whistles – ‗none‘ from an external agency, but needs packaging to be 
done by someone – either Google, customers or friends of employees 
Greater Manchester Police – face to face interpreting, telephone interpreting, 
document translation, sign language 
Hornby – documents, packaging, legal documents 
Essex County Council – face to face interpreting, telephone interpreting, 
document translation, sign language 
 
The most obvious relationship here is between Greater Manchester Police 
and Essex County Council – who are very far apart geographically, and far 
apart in the work they do (police vs council respectively). However they have 
the same 4 key translation requirements, which are presumably key to any 
large public sector translation contract. Document translation is also a very 
common requirement. 
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5.4.2 Selecting an agency – how 
 
Greater Manchester Police – thorough process, experience and systems 
important  
Hornby – unknown by interviewee 
Essex County Council – via INTRAN – multi agency interpreting and 
translation partnership. Outlined requirements and outsourced tender.  
 
With Greater Manchester Police and Essex County Council we see the 
importance of businesses being able to go through a lengthy tender process 
and thoroughly address a large number of translation facets, some very 
nuanced.  
 
5.4.3 Selecting an agency – why/areas of strength 
 
Greater Manchester Police – massive range of strengths sought – from 
environmental and health/safety policies to 24/7 year round call centres. 
Wanted a 60:40 quality: price balance 
Hornby – quick turnaround, attention to detail 
Essex County Council – reduce council staff involvement 
 
5.4.4 Future translation demand  
 
Greater Manchester Police – unsure and has no inclination/perceived need to 
find out 
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Hornby – probably none, confident her agency can deal with change in 
demand 
Essex County Council – unsure and not concerned, confident agencies can 
be flexible  
 
In this enquiry area the relationship between interviewee responses is 
uncertainty. All interviewees either didn‘t have much idea about future 
demand, or felt there would likely be none. Another element common to 
Companies G-I was contentment with their future prospects and translation 
agency – all felt that regardless of what languages or services they would 
require, their provider could deal with them. 
 
 
5.5 Grounded theory selective coding with all interviewee data 
 
At this stage, a central theme is identified out of data from all 9 interviewees in 
response to inquiry areas pertaining to both customer and non-customer 
groups. In areas where only 1 group was questioned, a central theme is 
identified from more limited data. Due to the breadth of inquiry areas, this final 
stage will not involve selecting a single category representative of all others, 
rather it will look at drawing parallels and highlighting differences between the 
customer and non-customer responses. 3 categories have been developed 
for this selective stage – Finding an agency, Selecting an agency and Future 
demand. The implications of these similarities/differences are discussed in 
section 6.0 as recommendations. 
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5.5.1 Finding an agency 
 
The one common factor linking how the 9 interviewees found their respective 
translation services provider is that there is no commonality. The internet was 
the most common source, although personal recommendations were not 
uncommon. Despite magazine content only coming up once, this customer 
did provide Better Languages with their second largest revenue stream last 
year, so in terms of value for money is arguably the best.  
 
5.5.2 Selecting an agency 
 
In this case a common theme cited by interviewees is simply speed, with 6/8 
firms which use an agency highlighting it. Furthermore it was for most of them 
their first response to the question. Again the 3 largest contracts required 
some much nuanced facets of translation, such as a particular tone of voice 
(New Look) or a particularly good environmental policy (Greater Manchester 
Police). Quality of work also ranked highly, and arguably encompasses such 
responses as ‗care‘, ‗standards‘ and ‗attention to detail‘, making it the second 
most important element to customers when selecting an agency. 
 
5.5.3 Future demand 
 
Again there is a common theme here, which is that predicting future 
translation demand is something firms are either incapable or unwilling to do, 
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possibly both. Section 6.0 now explores the implications of this and the other 
above key findings for Better Languages. 
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6.0 Recommendations 
 
This section seeks to draw all interview data together and frame it within 2 
models to briefly summarise the options available to Better Languages going 
forward. Having considered a number of such models earlier in the project, a 
number of them were not deemed suitable once data and research had been 
collected. Therefore Prahalad and Hamel (1994) was felt to be the best fit for 
framing strategic options, with a new model also developed with the single 
purpose of graphically representing the findings of the project. This decision 
was done to strike a balance between academic requirements and the 
report‘s relevance to the client. Section 6.1 and 6.2 outline these 2 models, 
with section 6.3 containing some further key considerations for the client. 
Section 6.4 notes the contributions this research has made to academia and 
business. 
 
6.1 Core competence/market model and Recommendations 
 
Fig 3 (below) encompasses 9 strategic areas for Better Languages to 
consider addressing, under the assumption that the core market they are in is 
for ‗quality translation services to organisations, with a focus on 
labelling/packaging‘. A discussion of each option follows regarding the 
required resources/competencies for implementation. 
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         Develop marketing  Low price translation     
    
          Develop sales  Growth specialisms 
        New       
          Translation management  
              systems 
          
Core           Printing 
Competence 
 
 
       Existing       Growth languages  Interpreting 
              
           Web translation   
 
 
 
     Existing   New 
 
 
       Market 
 
 
 
Fig 3: Core competence/market matrix, from Prahalad and Hamel (1994) 
 
 
 
6.1.1 Develop marketing: 
 
The market management capability identified by Rangone (1999) in section 
2.0 is clearly interpreted in a variety of ways by Better Languages and the 
wider industry, as interviewees showed that they found their agency through a 
number of different means. There is no single, exhaustive directory for finding 
such services, so advertising is very mixed. CILT – The National Centre for 
Languages (2005) note that ‗marketing, sales and presentation skills‘ is the 
most commonly cited professional development need among translation 
service providers, having surveyed 150 such companies. They also note that 
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‗Business growth is largely attributed to better targeted marketing and sales 
activities, which have increased the reputation of the provider concerned and 
raised awareness among existing and potential customers‘ (CILT 2005:8).  
 
Better Languages need to maintain and develop their website as a key 
resource for marketing, but be sensitive to the fact that many would-be 
customers may well be looking either passively or in a hurry – this is 
evidenced by interviewees recounting ‗lucky‘ and ‗last minute‘ searches. This 
means, for example, looking to include logos/branding of one‘s most 
recognisable customers on the homepage of the website, and not just written 
content which is not eye-catching. In fact, 2 of the UK‘s top 300 brands in 
07/08 are customers of Better Languages, which would add real recognition 
and instant reputability by association to the firm if their logos were featured 
on the website (superbrands UK, 2008). Currently, TheBigWord – a large 
Leeds based agency - enjoys the status of having 3 very powerful brand‘s 
logos on their homepage, including the occupier of number 6 in the UK‘s top 
brands 07/08.  
 
Better Languages could also take better advantage of translation directories 
found online, such as ‗translatorcafe.com‘ (second largest translation 
marketplace online globally) and ‗translationdirectory.com‘ to raise awareness 
of the firm. Both of these sites are free to register with, and would increase 
Better Languages‘ presence in the marketplace free of charge. This is ideal 
considering they keep marketing spend low – at £5,500 over the last 5 
months. Furthermore, organisations exist to approve and commission 
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agencies, and act as a broker between an end customer and agency(s). 
Essex County Council used such a service offered by INTRAN, which is free 
to agencies to register with. 
 
In sum: the website must cater to passive and hurried viewers, and the overall 
marketing strategy must take into account the fact that a non-customer is very 
likely to look in a trade publication, magazine or online directory as well as 
Google-searching terms which favour Better Languages.  
 
6.1.2 Develop sales: 
 
The CILT (2005) survey of translation providers notes that only 17% use 
direct marketing (e-mail, mail and telephone sales), showing that this is an 
underused medium in the industry. In interview, Phoenix Partners notes that if 
another firm ―came in…I‟d have to consider it‖. In this instance she was 
referring to lower prices, but the statement highlights the possibility of firms, 
particularly those who are not in long term relationships with their agencies, to 
consider other offers. Direct selling – common in countless industries – is 
something the translation industry is yet to fully embrace. One could highlight 
the aggressive, target driven sales culture in recruitment agencies having 
evolved out of an industry which was once very reliant on long term 
relationships with a single agency to supply staff. This is another area Better 
Languages could look to develop, possibly by outsourcing a sales campaign 
whilst too small to hire a member of staff dedicated entirely to sales. It is 
important to note that direct selling need not lower the image or tone of Better 
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Languages, with a number of very prestigious recruitment firms existing to 
hire into the City having maintained an upscale image for example. 
 
6.1.3 Translation management systems: 
 
Internet research has brought up an area that Better Languages could seek to 
address as they begin to grow and require both systems and overall size in 
terms of staff and turnover to win larger contracts. TheBigWord offers all its 
customers access to ‗Language Director‘ – a free web-based system for 
managing the workflow process between agency, customer and translator 
(thebigword.com:2009:b). Offering a similar system would help to convince 
large customers that Better Languages can handle bigger contracts. 
Furthermore, Iceland notes that communications between Better Languages 
and customer staff are greatly valued – such an online system would enable 
them to facilitate communication with all customers in a less labour intensive 
manner. Though the development of such a system would doubtlessly be 
outsourced, Mike and other staff would need to develop technological 
competencies in order to use it effectively, with a period of staff training being 
essential to both use it and instruct customers on its use. 
 
6.1.4 Printing: 
 
One of the services required by New Look when aggregating their translation 
demand was the ability to print documents for a customer once they had been 
translated. This is particularly relevant to firms requiring documents in large 
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quantities, such as leaflets or flyers. It would require new core competencies 
in terms of using such equipment and familiarising a staff member with 
procedures, but would fit well with the business‘ current portfolio of services 
and clients – having translated leaflets before – and would form a logical next 
step in the workflow process on such projects. 
  
6.1.5 Low price translation: 
 
Companies D and F alluded to being attracted to this idea, although it would 
represent a high-risk strategy for Better Languages, mostly due to the 
potential for it to damage their existing high-end translation image. Having 
said this, even top end grocery retailer Waitrose has launched a value range, 
a sign of the times that customers – be they businesses or individuals - are 
looking to save money wherever possible (talkingretail.com, 2009).  
 
If pitching to Acme Whistles for example, who currently use Google and their 
customers to translate; price would be the primary issue in their eyes. Phoenix 
Partners also noted that if another provider came in much cheaper they‘d 
have to consider it seriously. The firm‘s core business comes from providing a 
high quality service, which this research is not suggesting to move away from. 
However a gap in the market may exist for an agency with a strong reputation 
for quality to additionally provide a more simplistic service to cater for firms 
unwilling to spend a lot on translation, or who are more price sensitive. This 
would involve cutting costs in thoroughness and research, and heavy use of 
machine translation, and may be attractive to firms such as Acme who sell 
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simple products which do not by law require perfect translation. Furthermore, 
educating such firms that their products may be withdrawn from sale if their 
packaging is not legally compliant would help them to make an informed 
decision regarding translation, and though superficially self-seeking, would 
help them in the long run.  
 
6.1.6 Growth specialisms: 
 
CILT (2005) note that from their survey of translation providers, finance, IT 
and legal specialisms were the 3 areas in which respondents had most work, 
and were predicted to remain the same in future. Tourism and the public 
sector – areas in which Better Languages have little experience, are predicted 
to increase. Better Languages‘ main specialism is in label/packaging 
translation, and would arguably receive more business if they could develop 
necessary resources - particularly translators and experience - in one or more 
of these areas. It is noted that the public sector may be the worst new 
specialism to pursue considering Better Languages‘ current size, as SMEs 
‗are being frozen out of the tendering process as local authorities look to cut 
costs through contract aggregation‘ (Business7.com, 2009). 
 
6.1.7 Growth languages: 
 
The first group of strategic developments not requiring markedly new core 
competencies or resources within the firm is with regard to growth languages. 
Common Sense Advisory (2008) note that 7 languages are poised for major 
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growth: the 6 ‗hyper-languages‘ of the web (English, French, Italian, German, 
Spanish and Japanese) and Chinese. Knowing such growth areas will help 
Better Languages to be prepared to cope with future demand in terms of 
having correct systems and translators in place. This is particularly relevant to 
Japanese and Chinese, languages in which Better Languages have little 
experience. To relate this point to the ‗developing sales‘ area, perhaps even 
actively pursuing smaller projects in languages which the firm lacks 
experience would leave them well placed to win larger contracts when these 
growth languages become more demanded. 
 
6.1.8 Web translation: 
 
As Mothercare notes, translation from physical content into online content 
may well become a real growth area further into the future as internet 
coverage and accessibility continues to increase. It may reach such a stage 
that hard copies of documents – instruction manuals for example - are no 
longer required by law in some countries, and thus demand for this service 
would sharply fall. The demand for web translation may suddenly (and 
sharply) increase if this change in law occurs, as firms move to save printing 
and transport costs and have documents available online. This would not 
require new core competencies, as some fairly large projects in this area have 
already been completed by Better Languages, such as translating an intranet 
site into 11 languages for Phoenix Partners. 
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6.1.9 Interpreting: 
 
Though Better Languages already offer interpreting, it is not a defining 
element of their business, and is in fact not directly mentioned on the firm‘s 
website homepage, unlike other specialisms offered. Growing this service 
would not require any new core competencies, as the firm is already very 
good at vetting high quality translators, with some experience in offering 
interpreting locally. It is also and is essential to winning public sector 
contracts.  
 
As the above discussion shows, some of the resources and core 
competencies currently within Better Languages are still relevant to the above 
strategies. To return momentarily to Rangone (1999)‘s model, resources such 
as Director Level Access are suggested to be key if implementing 2 of the 
above strategies. Quality customer service is an overarching competency 
which influences and enriches any new strategic direction that the firm takes. 
 
6.2 Better Languages’ Strategic Options Model and Recommendations 
 
This model (fig. 4) displays the strategic options facing Better Languages, and 
outlines the main core competence/resource necessary for the 
implementation of each. The options highlighted in dark text are those 
requiring no new core competencies to be developed by the firm, whereas 
those in light text require a degree of core competence acquisition or 
development. 
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Fig 4. Better Languages‘ Strategic Options Model 
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6.3 Key considerations 
 
CEO Mike Hunter currently works with all customers on every area of the 
workflow – something that is unsustainable amidst growth objectives. 
Therefore a key consideration is whether his time – a valuable resource to the 
firm and customers – is spent on a certain part of the workflow with all 
customers, or on the entire workflow with a limited selection of customers. If 
the former is chosen, which part of the workflow is his time most valuable on? 
If the latter is chosen, which customers will qualify for his input, whilst other 
customers are managed by new staff? 
Churchill and Lewis (1983) - referred to in section 2.0 – mention the ‗resource 
maturity stage‘ as involving consolidating and controlling revenue while 
attempting to maintain the benefits often attributed only to small firms – 
flexibility, entrepreneurial spirit and a personal touch. This is ultimately where 
Better Languages wants to be. One way to achieve this would be for Mike to 
be involved perhaps in initial dealings with all major new customers, so as to 
have a broad view enabling him to determine where the firm can afford to be 
flexible and entrepreneurial with customer‘s projects. The day to day 
management of workflow could then be passed onto project managers, 
freeing up some of Mike‘s time to examine areas where the company can 
continue to offer an entrepreneurial service, or to approve flexibility if 
requested by a customer. 
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Another consideration is in relation to capacity utilisation once project 
management staff are hired. Marketing and overall efforts to win new 
business (discussed below) need to be aligned to an increase in staffing 
levels, otherwise profitability will decrease. As Better Languages is currently 
looking to hire 2 ‗translation managers‘, their staff levels on successfully doing 
so will double, meaning a significant amount of work is necessary to get the 
most out of that new and expensive resource - staff. Considering Mike‘s past 
experience in senior management, it is fair to say that managing these new 
staff would not require new core competencies. 
Finally, interview data and research has shown that regardless of sector, firms 
currently seem to be looking to aggregate translation demand to a single 
agency. Better Languages have very recently started working with Marks and 
Spencer, who may well go the same way as New Look, Greater Manchester 
Police and Essex County Council in future. Sufficient growth between now 
and then may put Better Languages in a position to compete with larger 
agencies for what could potentially be a sizeable and valuable contract. 
 
6.4 Contributions  
 
This research has contributed to academia by building on the still relatively 
limited literature on small businesses. It has sought to apply the resource 
based paradigm to a firm with only 2 full time staff, while the majority of 
papers on the area focus on large companies. It has also applied qualitative 
research to business strategy, again less commonly encountered in 
academia. 
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For the client, it has contributed by collating a large amount of potential 
avenues for growth into a single document for consideration. It has furthered 
the client‘s understanding of their customers and other firms with the potential 
to become customers. The procurement process for public sector contracts 
have been thoroughly discussed also, something which may prove more 
valuable to the client in the future when they are in a position to tender for 
such large contracts. 
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8.0 Appendices 
 
 
8.1 Appendix A – basic financial data for Better Languages 
 
 
 Turnover Gross Profit Net Profit 
2005/6 56171 39827 34734 
2006/7 53797 42124 31824 
2007/8 88160 67134 35920 
2008/0 217766 135236 98656 
 
 
8.2 Appendix B – e-mail correspondence with Mike Hunter 
 
Hi David 
I have a couple of issues with the proposed questionaire: 
Question 1:  
Most of our work includes multiple orders, so clients may not have been involved in the 
process of choosing us, especially if we have worked with them for a long time. e.g. our two 
largest label company customers have used us since the early 1990s. We could of course 
point you in the direction of newer customers, but this will skew the results. 
Question 2: 
Although I would be very interested to get feedback on this question from clients, its quite 
high risk, I wouldn‘t like to put in the mind of some of our key customers that they should look 
at alternative suppliers.  
Question 3:  
There will be very different perceptions from translators, as the interface is with us rather than 
the clients. Although translators like working for ―big name‖ end clients, the relationship is 
more about how we work with the translator, quality of communication, and speed of 
payment. Perceptions of our areas of expertese will vary based on the kind of work the 
translator does for us, and frequency of work. 
Again the uniqueness question is quite high risk with regular clients, as for question 2. Client 
experience of other agencies will vary, some clients use different agencies, but the likelyhood 
is that most staff will relate predominently to one supplier.  
Kindest regards 
Mike 
 
Mike Hunter 
Director 
betterlanguages.com 
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8.3 Appendix C – further e-mail correspondence with Mike Hunter 
Hi David 
I haven‘t received the attachment. Are you able to resend. Regarding interviewing clients. We 
don‘t have a large number of Nottingham based clients. The wonder of the web is that clients 
can be anywhere in the world. There is no decision yet from New Look, and its quite a 
sensitive time until they make a decision. It‘s a very large amount of work – and they‘ve 
indicated they would prefer a smaller supplier, which gives us an edge, but we‘re up against 
other agencies who are also working for them already, so it will be a difficult one to win. 
Regarding recording interviews, this would have to be approved by the interviewees. We don‘t 
have a facility to receord calls on our phone system. 
Interviewing clients who don‘t currently use our services is potentially very beneficial for us, as 
our aim is to understand customer needs as clearly as possible, and it would give useful 
competitior analysis. 
There are a number of big local companies who have translation needs obvious ones being 
Boots, Raleigh, Perceptive Informatics, I‘m sure there are others. 
One difficulty in comparing current clients is that we offer very different services to different 
customers. For example translting clothing labels is very different to translating publicity 
information for The Commonwealth War Graves Commission. 
Kindest regards 
Mike 
 
Mike Hunter 
Director 
betterlanguages.com 
 
 
8.4 Appendix D – final draft of interview questions for both groups 
 
Customer questionns: 
1. How did you find/hear about Better Languages?  
            - If online-what key words did you search for?                           
2. What are your company’s plans for the immediate and long term future, and how will 
these affect your need for translation services? 
            - What services are you likely to need more/less of? 
            - What new services might you require? 
            - Are there any aspects of translation that you don‘t use BL for? Why? 
- Are there any external factors that might affect your need for translation?  
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3. What part of the translation service provided by Better Languages do you think they 
excel on? 
            - Can you give me an example of when this happened? 
- What do you feel is the most important element of the transaction? I.e. cost,     
turnaround speed, reputation, communication e.t.c 
- What could Better Languages improve on? 
- What other services would you like Better Languages to provide? 
4. How do you make purchasing decisions for translation services? 
            - Do you have a budget individually for translation? 
            - Who makes the choice of who to use, how much to spend e.t.c? 
5. What other issues do you have/consider important in terms of translation that I may 
have missed?  
 
Non-customer questions 
1. Do you use a translation agency?  
            - Who do you use? 
- What work do they do for you? Type of document, languages, specialisms e.t.c 
- What is your understanding of the process?   
2. Did you initially look into other agencies? 
            - Via what medium? 
 - How actively - did you get several quotes or ask multiple firms to tender? 
 - Who else did you come across? 
  
            - Did you come across BL? What do you know about it? Reputation? 
3. What is important to you when selecting a translation agency? 
- What do you feel is the most important element of the transaction? I.e. cost,     
turnaround speed, reputation, communication e.t.c 
- What do your current providers excel on? 
- Can you give me an example? 
- Do you have experience of other agencies as a basis for comparison? 
4. Are you happy with the service you are receiving? 
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- Is it an area you actively monitor to ensure you are getting quality and value?  
- What could your current providers improve on?  
    
- Would you take time to consider tenders from competing agencies? 
5. What are your company’s plans for the immediate and long term future, and how will 
these affect your need for translation services? 
            - What services are you likely to need more/less of? 
-   What new services might you require? 
- Are there any aspects of translation that you don‘t use your current provider for? 
Why? 
- Are there any external factors that might affect your need for translation?  
6. How do you make purchasing decisions for translation services? 
            - Do you have a budget individually for translation? 
            - Who makes the choice of who to use, how much to spend e.t.c? 
7. What other issues do you have/consider important in terms of translation that I may 
have missed?  
 
Appendix E – raw data from customer and non-customer interviews 
 
Company A 
 
 
Finding BL was fairly lucky, probably someone in labelling found them due to their internet 
presence or perhaps word of mouth. ‗Unless you have a business that‘s very slick, lots of 
people around the business do their own thing‘. 
 
Have 12-15 departments needing translation – legal teams, labelling, CSR department e.t.c. 
Wanted to assimilate all translation spend to 1 agency (about £500,000 p/a) to see what 
efficiencies, increase in service and savings could be made. 
 
BL are too small – the turnover they would have given them would have exceeded their 
current turnover, which is a risk to them. ‗So I‘ve gotta ask how are they gonna cope with 
that?‘ 
Were impressed with BL‘s quick turnaround. 
 
Tender process started with a RFI (request for information) sent to all current translation 
providers. Needed to satisfy 15 questions and were rated on the quality of responses by 
people across several departments: 
 
Tone of voice – very important for a fashion retailer aimed at 12-25 year olds 
Turnover 
Ability to dedicate bespoke staff  
What languages they can provide 
What media they can provide – video, dubbing e.t.c 
Legal, technical specialisms and skills 
Having artworking/printing in house – cuts out a middle man and improves margins. 
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Costing of how the translation process is charged – per word, complexity e.t.c 
Flexibility – sometimes 2 hours notice. ‗If someone from China calls up at 9:00am and needs 
something checking before it goes to print then we need it back fast. Every hour we waste 
when we‘re not producing product is wasting money‘. Good point to highlight translation as 
central to the chain of business activities, a potential hold up if a bad supplier is chosen! 
Who owns the company, ability to make decisions, number of employees… 
Who do you think your competitors are 
‗Any increase in workload you might have, that might hamper your ability to deliver a service 
to us‘ 
 
Looking to future –will need more translation services – ‗every time we go into a new market 
we need translation‘. ‗Our internet site is about to go from a .co.uk to a .com – so there‘s 
gonna be a need for about 4-6 languages there‘ 
‗We‘re seeing growth in Russia and the Middle East – so that‘s a requirement for new 
languages‘ 
 
Requirement grows as business grows – ‗in 18 months we might go from half a million to a 
million‘ 
‗CSR have a budget, they know exactly how much they want to spend‘ 
With other departments – seen more as an essential – if required its bought. 
 
Company B 
 
 
Known original owner of firm, relationship going back to 1980‘s 
 
Mainly use BL to translate documents. 
Only a very small percentage of their work goes to BL 
Use BL for flexibility when department‘s translators are on holiday, ill e.t.c 
‗I normally don‘t use agencies; Better Languages is the only one really‘ 
 
BL are ‗very punctual, they take care you know? Responsible. Always had good time keeping‘ 
 
‗Trust is the most important thing yeah, I mean they cost a bit more, cos it‘s a business, but 
it‘s a quality service‘  
 
Might want them to provide Sign language, video titling – but very rarely as in house already 
do it rarely. 
 
Work as an internal business within the council and charge other departments. 
 
Company C 
 
Another client recommended BL, so they ‗went in the mix‘ – it was the recommendation that 
helped to differentiate them and get them selected. 
 
‗If they‘d messed it up, I had number 2 and 3 waiting (referring to other firms who had 
tendered)‘ 
 
Do packaging/label translation. For home/travel products (a diverse range including prams, 
furniture e.t.c) they do use guides. They sell in about 50 countries, and include about 9 
languages on labels that they feel deliver sufficient information to a wide range of customers – 
for example English, French, simplified Chinese e.t.c. 
 
In future, as number of stores and number of countries in which they operate grow, their need 
for translation may change. Their labelled items may become split into a ‗Europe‘ group with a 
more diverse range of European languages, and a ‗Far East‘ group with a more diverse range 
of languages, for example Taiwanese would not have to be covered by simplified Chinese if 
the products were serving a more targeted geographic region.  
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At the moment paper manuals are included with their products as is law. 30 years down the 
line as internet coverage and access increases, maybe these can be digitalised for people to 
download – cutting raw material and transport costs. Future service! 
 
BL excel on customer service, they vet translators very thoroughly, strive to use the same 
translator every time if possible to improve consistency and understanding. 
 
‗They try to understand the work themselves first before briefing translators…that‘s the kind of 
service I want‘  
Not a simple broker – ‗that‘s no benefit to me… in business you don‘t want a middle man you 
want a service‘ 
 
Quality and service are the 2 main things important to translation 
 
Other services? Not really. ‗Want them to do a really good job at translation and that‘s it‘. 
 
Would recommend them to others. 
 
If errors are made ‗they are very fair about it‘ ‗I feel confident in telling him (Mike)‘ 
‗It‘s good that I can have the trust in his integrity as a businessman…I don‘t have to worry‘. 
 
Company D 
 
Found BL 18 months/2 years ago – saw 2 page spread in ‗insider magazine‘. 
 
First big project was translating English text into 11 languages over a 1 year project for a 
client‘s Europe‘s intranet site. Done some voice over work too for corporate clients. 
 
Future translation needs depends on clients – one for example need little translation as they 
expect to work in English with their customers. ‗another client need everything in a local 
language cos they work in many different countries‘ 
 
‗We‘re known for the speed of our work, that‘s why our clients use us‘ 
 
Use BL for all translation 
 
BL excel on speed of their work, use of native translators, quality of their work. 
‗you get a lot of translators that say they can do it and then the client ends up changing 
stuff. I don‘t think we‘ve ever really changed anything that Better Languages have done‘ 
 
No other services required by BL in future 
 
Charge straight to the clients.  
 
‗Budgets being tighter at the moment, if someone came in a hell of a lot cheaper I‘d have to 
think‘ 
‗It‘s very much about the relationship really…I could say to Mike ‗look, budget‘s a bit tight on 
this one‘ or ‗we‘ve got a few spare quid on this one‘‘ 
 
Company E 
 
Food labelling manager for UK plus Poland, Hungary and Czech Republic 
 
Found via a ‗chance Google search after another firm let us down at the last minute‘ 
Searched for Polish translator and Mike was one of the first to come up 
 
Looked at a couple more firms – all seemed centred around London (seemed to put him off 
based on his tone of voice). There were no references or case studies on the sites. 
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Whereas BL had big branded names on their site, and by association felt that if they could 
provide a good service to firms of similar size and organisation, they could work well with 
them 
 
Work is mostly labelling products into polish, Hungarian and Czech over 3 large projects. 
 
FUTURE: 
No idea as to new things.. Currently exploring 3 new markets, its been a bit slapdash so far – 
off the cuff expansion. 
 
50-100 products will be for sale in those countries if things go well…but don‘t know yet. 
 
EXCEL 
We, like all food retailers, are particularly demanding on timescales 
Every time he has delivered on the button to an extremely satisfying standard 
Very good communication with all staff which is invaluable 
 
BUDGET 
Toe in the water so far – no budget per se 
I can get it done at one tenth of the price with an unreputable person that will just translate 
word for word, but that‘s not enough – if its wrong there‘ll be a lawsuit, its illegal, our 
reputation in that country will be in tatters…so I‘ve got to do a cost/benefit analysis. 
At the moment its all happened very fast, in the future maybe we can look into putting some 
prices in a contract and maybe things getting a little cheaper there. I‘m always looking to save 
money if I can obviously. 
 
 
Company F 
 
Whistle manufacturer and worldwide retailer based in UK 
 
‗Generally one way or the other we get round doing translation‘ 
 
‗Well cos we sell worldwide, we can ask a customer in that country to check the packaging 
and things like that‘ 
 
‗these days with the web you can get a translation free of charge‘ 
 
People who sell the whistles in other countries oversee translation too – not centralised! 
 
N.B selling a very simple product – obviously view translation as not very important – 
SATISFICER! Acme are definitely looking for an acceptable solution to translation rather than 
an optimum one. This is slightly surprising for a company with a multi-million pound turnover 
and worldwide sales!   
 
Price would probably be a big issue if pitching to such a firm. 
 
Company G 
 
28 mins 
Assistant director, procurement, business services branch 
 
Over £1 million per year on face to face interpreters  
£200k per year on telephone interviewing 
Small need for document translation but no idea what spend. Statements, posters for ethnic 
minority neighbourhoods e.t.c 
Mostly needed for locked up criminals, have to be able to understand the charges levied 
against them. PACE act 
Language line – currently used interpretation service 
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has list of interpreters, languages, locations e.t.c 
 
NRPSI – public sector list of interpreters, get them from there. 
 
3 years ago decided to get a ‗management company‘ to be a broker, handling all interpreter 
interactions, red tape e.t.c and simply send them an invoice. She was aware of The Big Word, 
Language Line, Prestige Network, Applied Language Services as firms that offer this. 
 
The Big Word currently does all document translation for them. They use the NRPSI network 
for translators. 
 
NHS and police authorities in the area advertised for 1 firm to do all 4 facets of translation – 
face to face interpreting, telephone interpreting, document translation and sign language. 
Partly for simplicity and efficiency on behalf of admin and to make officers lives easier, partly 
as hourly rate is agreed for interpreters now which is much less than a freelance would 
charge. ‗Like charging us for a minimum of 3 hours work when we only need them for 20 
minutes‘ 
 
Having got 21 firms to tender for sole provider status, 16 got to next stage after filling out a 
questionnaire about what experience, systems e.t.c they had in place. 
 
13 suppliers currently have ‗framework‘ status for the area‘s police and NHS. 5 of these firms 
provide all facets, the remaining 8 specialise in 1 or several but not all. 
 
Applied language services (nominated by several forces for sole supplier status after meeting 
to discuss): 
24/7 365 call centre 
Large network of interpreters 
Do lots of documentation work, translating operating documents e.t.c – experience 
Go out and get people on interpretation courses – encourage more people to profession 
(currently supply < demand) ‗Added Value‘ 
GOOD recruitment policy, health and safety, equality, business continuity systems, fair 
wages, professional development for staff. 
Keen on environmental issues too – important to the public sector 
 
Obviously seeking an optimum solution, thorough process. 
‗It‘s not we provide you a service, you pay…they are really adding value to that marketplace‘ 
(in terms of encouraging new interpreters) 
 
Looking to balance and score firms on 60% quality and 40% price when tendering. 6 NW 
forces did the marking/grading. 
‗its more important THAT YOU GET THE BEST SERVICE at the right price‘ 
 
Applied language services were the best balance. All the other firms could have done it. 
When asked ‗so you went with applied language service because the struck the closest 
balance to what you wanted?‘ she replied ‗if you like yeah‘. 
 
 
Won‘t require any new services in future, though there is room for innovation. 
 
‗We expect them to keep in touch with border agencies and be ahead of the game with 
immigrant populations that land in the UK‘ 
 
‗We expect to have early sight, they will bump up supply side‘ – focused much more on future 
demand rather than innovation – either way onus is on firm now, not them. 
 
‗There‘s lots of emerging technology in web based interpreting but…I dunno‘  
Had awareness but lack of interest/conviction to look into anything new now. 
 
‗not for us to know‘ re: innovations with translation 
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‗I can‘t invest anymore time‘ with translation – need to move onto something else. Move on 
with the core business of policing 
 
Contract will last 4 years, new tenders will be accepted for the following period. 
 
Company H 
 
Development manager 
 
1 agency used to translate instruction manuals, history/info with products, packaging, 
warnings, legal documentation – anything non diagrammatical! 
 
Used current agency for around 20 years 
 
Quick turnaround, longstanding relationship, attention to detail important 
 
Relationship = ‗I can get her to go the extra mile‘, instils trust, better prices than 1-off work 
with new agency. 
Current agency has good understanding of our products – some technical info e.t.c, a big 
directory of people at their disposal, all mother tongue speakers. Very good service 
 
Sometimes have to translate huge booklets of stuff – all has been done well.  
 
‗can‘t think of anything detrimental‘ – happy with current service 
 
Some dialect things go wrong but nothing major 
 
They never get translation verified or look at other agencies. 
 
One much more expensive agency sends here e-mails ‗but they really are A LOT more 
expensive…that‘s the only one I‘ve really looked into‘ 
 
FUTURE? 
‗not aware of selling in anymore countries‘ 
‗any language we come across, she can deal with‘ 
 
COSTING? 
Little bit of a grey area. ‗Separate thing so to speak‘.  
No in development budget – will be taken into account in costs of other products 
 
 
Company I 
 
INTRAN - multi-agency Interpreting and Translation Partnership (non-profit) 
INTRAN approves and commissions agencies to provide written translations, telephone 
interpreting, face-to-face interpreting (into a foreign language or British Sign Language), and 
lipspeaking. 
 
‗Before we just used loads of different agencies…different teams were doing different 
things…friends of friends you know…‘ 
 
Looked to sort whole thing out – only 1 year into doing so with INTRAN relationship, bulk 
buying gets better prices and assures quality. 
 
Using INTRAN saved them doing the tender. Only a 2 year contract! 
 
Now have 4 agencies supplying the council (and 2 local councils, PCT‘s, police forces e.t.c – 
massive contract! 
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4 agencies – one for document/audio translation, one for face-to-face interpreting, one for 
telephone interviewing and one for British sign language.  
 
‗We don‘t get involved too much‘ 
 
Pay £10,000 as a sign up fee = leaflets, posters, staff training day, tender process e.t.c. 
 
Each department pays for translation out of their own budget. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
